Standards of Accreditation
Theological schools accredited by the Commission on
Accrediting of the Association of Theological Schools
(the “Commission”) are special-purpose institutions
of postbaccalaureate, higher education. Prior to meeting the standards of accreditation, these schools must
!"#$%&'()'"*'+)'*'+",*)("*-.)/01"!*2$(*#"#3"(&+04*0%*
the Commission by virtue of membership in The Association of Theological Schools in the United States and
5)%)!)* 6'+"* 78&&$90)'0$%:;* )%!* 3,* <0('."* $2* $="(0%>*
graduate theological degrees, functioning within the
Christian or Jewish faiths, and demonstrating that their
graduates serve in positions of religious leadership. The
purpose of the Association is the improvement of theological schools, which is implemented through accreditation by the Commission and by the programs and services the Association provides to member schools.

@+"*/)%>.)>"*$2*'+"&"*&')%!)(!&*("B"9'&*'+"*3"/0"2*'+)'*'+"*
theological character of schools is central to their identity.
8%*)C"#4'*+)&*3""%*#)!"*'$*D(0'"*'+"*&')%!)(!&*0%*)*/)%guage that is theologically inclusive of the Commission’s
member schools, but at various points in the standards,
the language is more characteristic of some theological
schools and their religious communities than of others. At
'+"&"*4$0%'&*$2*!0="("%9"&E*'()%&/)'0$%*0%'$*'"(#&*'+)'*("B"9'*'+"*&9+$$/F&*'+"$/$>09)/*9+)()9'"(*D0//*3"*)44($4(0)'"?*
The standards are implemented according to the procedures and policies contained herein and are interpreted
and administered by the Board of Commissioners (the
“board”).

G*H9+$$/&*<0&0'"!*!.(0%>*'+"*IJKJLIJKK*)9)!"#09*,")(*#),*"/"9'*'$*.&"*'+"*>"%"()/*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*&')%!)(!&*0%*"="9'*4(0$(*'$*
the June 2010 revision. Those unrevised standards are available on the Commission on Accrediting section of the ATS website. Beginning with the 2011–2012 academic year, the new general institutional standards will apply to all schools. See the
plan of implementation under the section, “G eneral Institutional Standards.”
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Since 1938, The Association of Theological Schools has
maintained standards for the accreditation of member
&9+$$/&?* @+"* &')%!)(!&* 3$'+* !"1%"* #0%0#)/* ("-.0("ments for accreditation and identify qualities associated with good institutional and educational practice;
as such, they articulate the shared understandings and
accrued wisdom of the theological school community
regarding normative institutional performance. The
standards have been periodically reviewed and revised
since their inception; the present general institutional
standards are the result of a comprehensive redevelopment process undertaken from 2008 through 2010.* The
degree program standards will undergo redevelopment
during the 2010–2012 biennium.

These standards are the basis by which schools are
evaluated for accredited status with the Commission.
More than previous editions of ATS standards, these
standards seek to describe excellence in theological edu9)'0$%*0%*'+"*9$%'"A'*$2*'+"*!0="("%'*4.(4$&"&*)%!*9$%stituencies of accredited schools. They provide the basis
for ongoing institutional and educational improvement
as well as descriptions of minimal expectations. The entire text comprises the accrediting standards. Within this
text, the term “shall” is used to denote minimal expectations of accredited schools. Words such as “should”
are used to identify characteristics of good practice and
educational quality and to set forth expectations for improvement of theological education.
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G eneral Institutional Standards
Theological schools accredited by the Commission are
!0="("%'* 0%* &0M"E* &'(.9'.("E* 9$%&'0'."%90"&E* 4)C"(%&* $2*
governance, and diversity of degree programs. The general institutional standards apply across the range of
diverse schools, even though they may be interpreted
0%* &/0>+'/,* <)(,0%>* D),&* 0%* !0="("%'* &9+$$/&?* @+",* 0%clude standards on purpose, planning, and evaluation;
institutional integrity; theological curriculum; library
and information resources; faculty; student recruitment,
admission, services, and placement; authority and governance; institutional resources; and multiple locations
and distance education.

2.

Petitions for new degree programs, substantive
changes in existing degree programs, or new exten&0$%*&0'"&*&.3#0C"!*'$*'+"*5$##0&&0$%*$%*899("!0'ing for consideration beginning with the February
2011 meeting of the Board of Commissioners shall
be based on the Commission Procedures adopted
during the June 2010 Biennial Meeting.

After June 2, 2011
1.

After June 2, 2011, all decisions of the Board of
Commissioners will be based on the redeveloped
institutional standards adopted at the June 2010 Biennial Meeting.

2.

All institutional self-study reports and all accreditation-related visits conducted after June 2, 2011, must
be based on the redeveloped institutional standards
of accreditation.

3.

H owever, schools receiving a comprehensive visit
during the fall 2011 semester that have completed
their institutional self-study reports prior to June 2,
2011, based on the pre-2010 Biennial Meeting institutional standards are expected to prepare an addendum to their self-studies that addresses the new
accreditation standards on technology introduced in
the 2010 redeveloped general institutional standards.
(See, for example, section 2.10 of the standard on institutional integrity and section 9.8 of the standard
on instructional technology resources.)

4.

The redeveloped degree program standards, which
will be voted on at the June 2012 Biennial Meeting,
will be accompanied by a similar plan of implementation.

Plan of implementation for the redeveloped
general institutional standards of accreditation
Guidelines for implementation

July 1, 2010–June 1, 2011
1.

Member schools receiving a comprehensive accreditation visit between July 1, 2010, and June 1, 2011,
may choose either the current general institutional
standards or the redeveloped general institutional
standards as the criteria by which they would prefer
to be evaluated. The current Standard 10, “Multiple
Locations and D istance Education,” and the degree
4($>()#* &')%!)(!&* D0//* ("#)0%* 0%* "="9'* '+($.>+*
June 2012. It is the responsibility of the school to in2$(#*5$##0&&0$%*&')=*0%*D(0'0%>*$2*0'&*4("2"("%9"?
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The redeveloped general institutional standards and
Commission procedures should be implemented in a
D),*'+)'*4($<0!"&*&.N 90"%'*'0#"*2$(*0%&'0'.'0$%&*'$*)!just to the redeveloped standards. The plan of implementation provides for an interim period during which
both the existing and redeveloped standards will be in
force, allows schools time to address fully the redeveloped standards, and moves the Association toward functioning with a single set of standards as soon as possible.

G E N E R A L IN S T IT U T IO N A L S T A N D A R D S

1

Purpose,planning,and evaluation

Theological schools are communities of faith and learning guided by a theological vision.
Schools related to the Commission on Accrediting of the Association of Theological Schools
conduct postbaccalaureate programs for ministerial leadership and in theological disciplines.
@+"0(*"!.9)'0$%)/*4($>()#&*&+$./!*9$%'0%."*'+"*+"(0')>"*$2*'+"$/$>09)/*&9+$/)(&+04E*)C"%!*'$*
the religious constituencies served, and respond to the global context of religious service and
theological education.

1.
1

Purpose
1.1.1
Each member school shall have a formally adopted statement of institutional
purpose. The statement of institutional purpose should articulate the mission to which
'+"* &9+$$/* 3"/0"<"&* 0'* 0&* 9)//"!* )%!* !"1%"* 0'&* 4)('09./)(* 0!"%'0',* )%!* <)/."&?* O +"%*
confessional commitments are central to the identity of a school, they shall be clearly
)('09./)'"!* 0%* '+"* &')'"#"%'* $2* 4.(4$&"?* @+"* 0%0'0)'0$%E* !"<"/$4#"%'E* ).'+$(0M)'0$%E*
and regular review of this statement is the responsibility of the appropriate governing
body, and the development should involve all appropriate constituencies (e.g., trust""&E*2)9./',E*)!#0%0&'()'0$%E*&')=E*&'.!"%'&E*)%!*"99/"&0)&'09)/*3$!0"&;?
1.1.2
Theological schools that are related to colleges or universities should support
the purpose of the overall institution and develop their purpose statements in relationship to the institutions of which they are a part.
K?K?P*
Q.(4$&"*&')'"#"%'&*&+$./!*3"*"%)3/0%>*)%!*!"1%0%>*!$9.#"%'&*)%!*&+$./!*
be realistic and accurate. The adequacy of the purpose statement and the institution’s
)30/0',*'$*2./1//*0'&*#0&&0$%*)("*9(0'09)/*"/"#"%'&*'$*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*0%'">(0',?

STANDARDS

1.
2

Planning and evaluation
1.2.1
The purpose statement shall guide the institution in its comprehensive institutional planning and evaluation procedures and in making decisions regarding programs, allocation of resources including the use and support of educational technology, constituencies served, relationships with ecclesiastical bodies, global concerns,
0%&'0'.'0$%)/*B"A030/0',E*)%!*$'+"(*9$#4)()3/"*#)C"(&?
1.2.2
Evaluation is a critical element in support of integrity to institutional planning
)%!*#0&&0$%*2./1//#"%'?*R<)/.)'0$%*0&*)*4($9"&&*'+)'*0%9/.!"&*6K;*'+"*0!"%'019)'0$%*$2*
desired goals or outcomes for an educational program, or institutional service, or personnel performance; (2) a system of gathering quantitative or qualitative information
related to the desired goals; (3) the assessment of the performance of the program, service, or person based on this information; and (4) the establishment of revised goals or
activities based on the assessment. Institutions shall develop and implement ongoing
"<)/.)'0$%*4($9"!.("&*2$(*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*<0')/0',*)%!*"!.9)'0$%)/*"="9'0<"%"&&?*
1.2.2.1 Institutions shall develop and implement ongoing evaluation procedures for institutional vitality. The scope of institutional vitality evaluation
0%9/.!"&* 6K;* )30/0',* '$* 2./1//* '+"* &9+$$/F&* #0&&0$%S* 6I;* )30/0',* '$* 4($<0!"* '+"*
resources necessary to sustain and improve the school; and (3) ability of governance and administrative structures, personnel, and procedures to exercise
leadership adequately on behalf of the school’s purpose and to operate the
school with integrity.
1.2.2.2 Institutions shall develop and implement ongoing evaluation proce!.("&*2$(*"!.9)'0$%)/*"="9'0<"%"&&*)&*("-.0("!*3,*0%!0<0!.)/*!">(""*4($>()#*
standards.
1.2.3
A comprehensive evaluation process is the primary resource an institution
uses to determine the extent to which it is accomplishing its purpose. The various in-
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&'0'.'0$%)/*)%!*"!.9)'0$%)/*"<)/.)'0$%*4($9"!.("&*&+)//*3"*)%)/,M"!E*9$$(!0%)'"!E*)%!*
employed in comprehensive institutional planning. Information gained in evaluation
4($9"&&"&*&+$./!*3"*.'0/0M"!*D0!"/,*D0'+0%*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%*2$(*$%>$0%>*)!#0%0&'()'0<"*
and educational planning.

2

Institutional integrity

Institutional integrity is demonstrated by the consistency of a theological school’s actions with
commitments it has expressed in its formally adopted statement of purpose, with agreements it
assumes with accrediting and governmental agencies, with covenants it establishes with ecclesiastical bodies, and with ethical guidelines for dealing with students, employees, and constituencies.
2.1
Schools accredited by the Board of Commissioners shall carry out their educational
programs and institutional activities according to the standards and procedures established by
the Commission and its Board of Commissioners, communicate honestly and forthrightly with
the board, comply with requests for information, and cooperate with the board in preparation
for and conduct of visits.
2.2
With regard to state, provincial, and federal authorities, schools shall conduct their
operations in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations.
2.3
The school shall ensure that all published materials, electronic and print, including catalogs, academic calendars, and promotional literature, accurately represent the institution to its
various constituencies and publics, including students and prospective students. All charges and
fees, including refund policies, should be fully disclosed. Schools should exercise care in advertising to portray the institution fairly and honestly to the public. Wherever appropriate, published
institutional documents shall employ gender inclusive language with reference to persons.

STANDARDS

2.4
The institution shall seek to treat students, faculty, administrators, employees, and the
publics to which it relates in ethical ways. Such treatment includes, among other concerns, an
equitable policy of student tuition refunds; nondiscriminatory practices in employment, insofar
)&*&.9+*4()9'09"&*!$*%$'*9$%B09'*D0'+*!$9'(0%"*$(*"99/"&0)&'09)/*4$/0',S*9/")(/,*!"1%"!*4($9"&&"&*2$(*
)!!("&&0%>*2)9./',E*"#4/$,""E*)%!*&'.!"%'*>(0"<)%9"&S*)%!*0%'">(0',*0%*1%)%90)/*#)%)>"#"%'?
2.5
In their institutional and educational practices, theological schools shall promote
awareness of the diversity of race, ethnicity, and culture widely present in N orth America and
shall seek to enhance participation and leadership of persons of color in theological education.
Schools shall assist all students in gaining the particular knowledge, appreciation, and open%"&&*%""!"!*'$*/0<"*)%!*4()9'09"*#0%0&'(,*"="9'0<"/,*0%*9./'.()//,*)%!*()90)//,*!0<"(&"*&"C0%>&?
2.6
In their institutional and educational practices, theological schools shall promote the
participation and leadership of women in theological education within the framework of each
school’s stated purposes and theological commitments. Schools shall assist all students in gaining the particular knowledge, appreciation, and openness needed to live and practice ministry
"="9'0<"/,*0%*!0<"(&"*&"C0%>&?*
I?T*
U%&'0'.'0$%&* 4)('0904)'0%>* 0%* V H* 2"!"()/* &'.!"%'* 1%)%90)/* )&&0&')%9"* 4($>()#&* &+)//*
comply with prevailing governmental guidelines regulating these programs. D efault rates on
student loans above the federal threshold, or failure to comply with federal guidelines, is cause
for review of an institution’s overall conformity to the standards of accreditation of the Com#0&&0$%?*H9+$$/&*&+)//*!"#$%&'()'"*'+)'*'+",*+)<"*("&$/<"!*"="9'0<"/,*)//*)(")&*$2*!"190"%9,*
0!"%'01"!*0%*).!0'&E*4($>()#*("<0"D&E*)%!*)%,*$'+"(*0%2$(#)'0$%*4($<0!"!*3,*'+"*V H*W "4)('ment of Education to the Commission.
2.8
For schools related to colleges or universities, integrity requires that these schools contribute to the overall goals of the larger institution and support its policies and procedures.
2.9.
Member schools shall make public a statement of their policy on transfer credits earned at
other institutions of higher education, including the criteria used for their decisions.
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2.10
Institutions shall establish and enforce policies for the appropriate and ethical use of
instructional technology, digital media, and the Internet that are consistent with the institution’s educational purposes and environment.

3

The theological curriculum:learning,teaching,and research

A theological school is a community of faith and learning that cultivates habits of theological
("B"9'0$%E*%.('.("&*D0&"*)%!*&X0//"!*#0%0&'"(0)/*4()9'09"E*)%!*9$%'(03.'"&*'$*'+"*2$(#)'0$%*$2*
spiritual awareness and moral sensitivity. Within this context, the task of the theological curriculum is central. It includes the interrelated activities of learning, teaching, and research. The
theological curriculum is the means by which learning, teaching, and research are formally
ordered to educational goals.

3.
1

Goals of the theological curriculum
3.1.1
In a theological school, the overarching goal is the development of theological
.%!"(&')%!0%>E* '+)'* 0&E* )4'0'.!"* 2$(* '+"$/$>09)/* ("B"9'0$%* )%!* D0&!$#* 4"(')0%0%>* '$*
a responsible life in faith. Comprehended in this overarching goal are others such as
deepening spiritual awareness, growing in moral sensibility and character, gaining an
intellectual grasp of the tradition of a faith community, and acquiring the abilities requisite to the exercise of ministry in that community. These goals, and the processes and
4()9'09"&*/")!0%>*'$*'+"0(*)C)0%#"%'E*)("*%$(#)//,*0%'0#)'"/,*0%'"(D$<"%*)%!*&+$./!*
not be separated from one another.

STANDARDS

P?K?I*
@+"* "#4+)&0&* 4/)9"!* $%* 4)('09./)(* >$)/&* )%!* '+"0(* 9$%1>.()'0$%* D0//* <)(,E*
both from school to school (depending on the understanding of institutional purpose)
)%!*D0'+0%*")9+*&9+$$/*6!"4"%!0%>*$%*'+"*<)(0"',*$2*"!.9)'0$%)/*4($>()#&*$="("!;?*
The ordering of teaching, learning, and research toward particular sets of goals is em3$!0"!*0%*'+"*!">(""*4($>()#&*$2*'+"*&9+$$/*)%!*0%*'+"*&4"9019*9.((09./)*2$//$D"!*0%*
those programs. The theological curriculum, comprehensively understood, embraces all those activities and experiences provided by the school to enable students to
achieve the intended goals. More narrowly understood, the curriculum is the array
$2* &4"9019* )9'0<0'0"&* 6"?>?E* 9$.(&"&E* 4()9'09)E* &.4"(<0&"!* #0%0&'(,E* &40(0'.)/* 2$(#)'0$%*
experiences, theses) explicitly required in a degree program. In both the more comprehensive and the more narrow sense, the curriculum should be seen as a set of practices
with a formative aim— the development of intellectual, spiritual, moral, and vocational
$(*4($2"&&0$%)/*9)4)90'0"&Y )%!*9)("2./*)C"%'0$%*#.&'*3"*>0<"%*'$*'+"*9$+"("%9"*)%!*
mutual enhancement of its various elements.

3.
2

Learning,teaching,and research

Learning and teaching occur in the classroom and through experiences outside the classroom;
the responsibilities of teaching and learning rest with both students and faculty; the collaborative nature of theological scholarship requires that people teach and learn from one another in
9$##.%)/*&"C0%>&S*)%!*("&")(9+*0&*0%'">()/*'$*'+"*-.)/0',*$2*3$'+*/")(%0%>*)%!*'")9+0%>?

3.
2.
1

Learning
P?I?K?K* Z")(%0%>*0%*)*'+"$/$>09)/*&9+$$/*&+$./!*("B"9'*'+"*>$)/&*$2*'+"*'$')/*
curriculum and be appropriate to postbaccalaureate education.
3.2.1.2 Learning should cultivate scholarly discourse and result in the ability
to think critically and constructively, conduct research, use library resources,
and engage in the practice of ministry.
3.2.1.3 Learning should foster, in addition to the acquisition of knowledge,
the capacity to understand and assess one’s tradition and identity and to integrate materials from various theological disciplines and modes of instructional engagement in ways that enhance ministry and cultivate emotional and
spiritual maturity.
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P?I?K?[* 8%* 0%&'0'.'0$%* &+)//* !"#$%&'()'"* 0'&* $%>$0%>* "=$('&* '$* "%&.("* '+"*
quality of learning within the context of its purpose and as understood by the
relevant scholarly and ecclesial communities.

3.
2.
2

Teaching
3.2.2.1 Teaching should involve faculty, librarians, and students working together in an environment of mutual learning, respect, and engagement.
3.2.2.2 Instructional methods should use the diversity of life experiences
represented by the students, by faith communities, and by the larger cultural
context. Instructional methods and the use of technology should be sensitive
'$*'+"*!0<"(&0',*$2*&'.!"%'*4$4./)'0$%&E*!0="("%'*/")(%0%>*&',/"&*$2*&'.!"%'&E*
the importance of communities of learning, and the instructional goals. The
integration of technology as a teaching tool and resource for learning shall
include careful planning by faculty and administration to ensure adequate
infrastructure, resources, training, and support.
3.2.2.3 Courses are a central place of interaction between teachers and learners. The way the instructor arranges the work and structures the class should
encourage theological conversation. Courses and programs of study should
("B"9'*)%*)D)("%"&&*$2*'+"*!0<"(&0',*$2*D$(/!D0!"*)%!*/$9)/*&"C0%>&?*U%*'+"*
development of new courses and the review of syllabi, faculty should interact
with one another, with librarians, with their students, with the church, and
D0'+*'+"*!"<"/$40%>*1"/!&*$2*X%$D/"!>"?*\)9./',*&+$./!*3"*)44($4(0)'"/,*0%volved in the consideration of ways in which technology might enhance or
strengthen student learning. Course development and review best occur in
the context of the goals of the entire curriculum.

3.
2.
3

STANDARDS

P?I?I?[* 8%* 0%&'0'.'0$%* &+)//* !"#$%&'()'"* 0'&* $%>$0%>* "=$('&* '$* "%&.("* '+"*
quality of teaching within the context of its purpose and as understood by the
relevant scholarly and ecclesial communities.

Research
3.2.3.1 R esearch is an essential component of theological scholarship and
should be evident in the work of both teachers and students. Theological research is both an individual and a communal enterprise and is properly undertaken in constructive relationship with the academy, with the church, and
with the wider public.
3.2.3.2 As a function of learning, research involves the skills needed both to
discover information and to integrate new information with established understandings. As a function of teaching, research assimilates sources of infor#)'0$%E*9$%&'(.9'&*4)C"(%&*$2*.%!"(&')%!0%>E*)%!*.%9$<"(&*%"D*0%2$(#)'0$%*
in order to strengthen classroom experiences.

3.
3

Characteristics of theological scholarship

Q)C"(%&*$2*9$//)3$()'0$%E*2(""!$#*$2*0%-.0(,E*("/)'0$%&+04&*D0'+*!0<"(&"*4.3/09&E*)%!*)*>/$3)/*
awareness are important characteristics of theological scholarship.

3.
3.
1

Scholarly collaboration
3.3.1.1 The activities of theological scholarship— teaching, learning, and re&")(9+Y )("*9$//)3$()'0<"*"=$('&*)#$%>*2)9./',E*/03()(0)%&E*)%!*&'.!"%'&E*)%!*
2$&'"(*)*/02"/$%>*9$##0'#"%'*'$*/")(%0%>*)%!*("B"9'0$%?*
3.3.1.2 Scholarship occurs in a variety of contexts in the theological school.
These include courses, independent study, the library, student and faculty in-
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'"()9'0$%E*9$%>(">)'0$%)/*)%!*1"/!*&"C0%>&E*)%!*9$.(&"&*0%*.%0<"(&0'0"&*)%!*$'+"(*>()!.)'"*/"<"/*0%&'0'.'0$%&?*U%*")9+*$2*'+"&"*&"C0%>&E*#.'.)/*("&4"9'*)#$%>*
&9+$/)(/,*0%-.0("(&*9+)()9'"(0M"&*'+"$/$>09)/*&9+$/)(&+04?*
3.3.1.3 Collaboration and communication extend beyond the theological
school’s immediate environment to relate it to the wider community of the
church, the academy, and the society. Theological scholarship is enhanced by
active engagement with the diversity and global extent of those wider publics,
and it requires a consciousness of racial, ethnic, gender, and global diversities. In accordance with the school’s purpose and constituencies, insofar as
possible, the members of the school’s own community of learning should also
represent diversity in race, age, ethnic origin, and gender.

3.
3.
2

Freedom of inquiry

Both in an institution’s internal life and in its relationship with its publics, freedom of
inquiry is indispensable for good theological education. This freedom, while variously
understood, has both religious roots and an established value in N orth American higher education. Theological schools have a responsibility to maintain their institutional
4.(4$&"E*D+09+*2$(*#)%,*&9+$$/&*0%9/.!"&*9$%2"&&0$%)/*9$##0'#"%'&*)%!*&4"9019*("sponsibilities for faculty as stipulated by these commitments. Schools shall uphold the
freedom of inquiry necessary for genuine and faithful scholarship, articulate their understanding of that freedom, formally adopt policies to implement that understanding
and ensure procedural fairness, and carefully adhere to those policies.*

3.
3.
3

Involvement with diverse publics

STANDARDS

3.3.3.1 Theological scholarship requires engagement with a diverse and mani2$/!*&"'*$2*4.3/09&?*8/'+$.>+*'+"*4)('09./)(*4.(4$&"*$2*)*&9+$$/*D0//*0%B."%9"*
the balance and forms of this engagement, schools shall assume responsibility
for relating to the church, the academic community, and the broader public.
P?P?P?I* @+"$/$>09)/*&9+$/)(&+04*0%2$(#&*)%!*"%(09+"&*'+"*("B"9'0<"*/02"*$2*'+"*
church. The school should demonstrate awareness of the diverse manifestations of religious community encompassed by the term church:congregations,
!"%$#0%)'0$%&E*4)()9+.(9+*$(>)%0M)'0$%&E*3($)!*9$%2"&&0$%)/*'()!0'0$%&E*)%!*
the church catholic. Library collections, courses, and degree programs should
("4("&"%'* '+"* +0&'$(09)/* 3(")!'+E* 9./'.()/* !0="("%9"E* 9$%2"&&0$%)/* !0<"(&0',E*
and global scope of Christian life and thought.
3.3.3.3 The theological faculty contributes to the advancement of learning within theological education and, more broadly, in the academic community, by contributions to the scholarly study of religion and its role in higher education.
3.3.3.4 Theological scholarship contributes to the articulation of religion’s
($/"*)%!*0%B."%9"*0%*'+"*4.3/09*&4+"("?*@+"*2)9./',*)%!*)!#0%0&'()'0$%*&+$./!*
take responsibility for the appropriate exercise of this public interpretive role
to enrich the life of a culturally and religiously diverse society.

3.
3.
4

Global awareness and engagement
P?P?[?K* @+"$/$>09)/*'")9+0%>E*/")(%0%>E*)%!*("&")(9+*("-.0("*4)C"(%&*$2*0%&'0tutional and educational practice that contribute to an awareness and appreciation of global interconnectedness and interdependence, particularly as they
("/)'"*'$*'+"*#0&&0$%*$2*'+"*9+.(9+?*@+"&"*4)C"(%&*)("*0%'"%!"!*'$*"%+)%9"*'+"*
ways institutions participate in the ecumenical, dialogical, evangelistic, and
].&'09"*"=$('&*$2*'+"*9+.(9+?*

* See also the ATS policy guideline titled, “Academic Freedom and Tenure,” in Bul
l
etin, Part 1.
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P?P?[?I* ^ /$3)/*)D)("%"&&*)%!*"%>)>"#"%'*0&*9./'0<)'"!*3,*9.((09./)(*)C"%tion to cross-cultural issues as well as the study of other major religions by
opportunities for cross-cultural experiences; by the composition of the faculty,
governing board, and student body; by professional development of faculty
members; and by the design of community activities and worship.
3.3.4.3 Schools shall demonstrate practices of teaching, learning, and research (comprehensively understood as theological scholarship) that encourage global awareness and responsiveness.

3.
3.
5

Ethics of scholarship

@+"*0%&'0'.'0$%*&+)//*!"1%"*)%!*!"#$%&'()'"*$%>$0%>*"=$('&*'$*"%&.("*'+"*"'+09)/*9+)(acter of learning, teaching, and scholarship on the part of all members of the academic
community, including appropriate guidelines for research with human participants.

4

Reserved1

5

Library and information resources

The library is a central resource for theological scholarship and education. It is integral to the
purpose of the school through its contribution to teaching, learning, and research, and it functions collaboratively in curriculum development and implementation. The library’s education)/*"="9'0<"%"&&*!"4"%!&*$%*'+"*-.)/0',*$2*0'&*0%2$(#)'0$%*("&$.(9"&E*&')=E*)%!*)!#0%0&'()'0<"*
<0&0$%?*@$*)99$#4/0&+*0'&*#0&&0$%E*'+"*/03()(,*("-.0("&*)44($4(0)'"*1%)%90)/E*'"9+%$/$>09)/E*)%!*
4+,&09)/*("&$.(9"&E*)&*D"//*)&*)*&.N 90"%'*%.#3"(*$2*4"(&$%%"/?*U'&*#0&&0$%*)%!*9$#4/"#"%'*
of resources should align with the school’s mission and be congruent with the character and
composition of the student body.

Library collections

STANDARDS

5.
1

5.1.1
Theological study requires extensive encounter with historical and contemporary texts. While theological education is informed by many resources, the textual
tradition is central to theological inquiry. Texts provide a point of entry to theological
&.3]"9'*#)C"(*)&*D"//*)&*)*4/)9"*$2*"%9$.%'"(*D0'+*0'?*@+"$/$>09)/*/03()(0"&*&"(<"*'+"*
church by preserving its textual tradition for the current and future needs of faculty,
students, and researchers.
_?K?I*
@$*"%&.("*"="9'0<"*>($D'+*$2*'+"*9$//"9'0$%E*&9+$$/&*&+)//*+)<"*)%*)44($4(0)'"*
collection development policy. Collections in a theological school shall hold materials of importance for theological study and the practice of ministry, and they shall
represent the historical breadth and confessional diversity of Christian thought and
life. The collection shall include relevant materials from cognate disciplines and basic
texts from other religious traditions and demonstrate sensitivity to issues of diversity,
0%9/.&0<"%"&&E*)%!*>/$3)/0M)'0$%*'$*"%&.("*)99"&&*'$*'+"*<)(0"',*$2*<$09"&*'+)'*&4")X*'$*
theological subjects.
5.1.3
Because libraries seek to preserve the textual tradition of the church, they may
choose to build unique special collections, such as institutional, regional, or denominational archives.
5.1.4
In addition to print materials, collections shall include other media and electronic resources as appropriate to the curriculum and provide access to relevant remote databases.

1. The former Standard 4, section 4.1 and its subsections have become Standard 3, section 3.1 with
identical subsections. The preexisting sections of Standard 3 have been renumbered to follow. The
remainder of the former Standard 4 (sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4) has been moved out of the general
institutional standards to become Standard D S of the degree program standards.
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5.1.5
The library should promote coordinated collection development with other
schools to provide stronger overall library collections.

5.
2

Contribution to learning,teaching,and research
5.2.1
The library accomplishes its teaching responsibilities by meeting the biblio>()4+09*%""!&*$2*'+"*/03()(,F&*4)'($%&S*$="(0%>*)44($4(0)'"*("2"("%9"*&"(<09"&S*4($<0!ing assistance and training in using information resources and communication tech%$/$>0"&S*)%!*'")9+0%>*0%2$(#)'0$%*/0'"()9,E*0%9/.!0%>*("&")(9+*4()9'09"&*$2*"="9'0<"/,*
and ethically accessing, evaluating, and using information. The library should collabo()'"* D0'+* 2)9./',* '$* !"<"/$4* ("B"9'0<"* ("&")(9+* 4()9'09"&* '+($.>+$.'* '+"* 9.((09./.#*
and help to serve the information needs of faculty, students, and researchers.
5.2.2
The library promotes theological learning by providing instructional programs
)%!*("&$.(9"&*'+)'*"%9$.()>"*&'.!"%'&*)%!*>()!.)'"&*'$*!"<"/$4*("B"9'0<"*)%!*9(0'09)/*
research and communication practices that prepare them to engage in lifelong learning.
5.2.3
Theological research is supported through collection development and information technology and by helping faculty and students develop research skills.
5.2.4
The library should provide physical and online environments conducive to
learning and scholarly interaction.

5.
3

Partnership in curriculum development
5.3.1
The library collaborates in the school’s curriculum by providing collections
)%!*&"(<09"&*'+)'*("B"9'*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*"!.9)'0$%)/*>$)/&?*

STANDARDS

_?P?I*
@")9+0%>* 2)9./',* &+$./!* 9$%&./'* D0'+* /03()(,* &')=* '$* "%&.("* '+)'* '+"* /03()(,*
supports the current curriculum and the research needs of faculty and students. Li3()(,*&')=*&+$./!*4)('0904)'"*0%*/$%>`()%>"*9.((09./.#*4/)%%0%>*)%!*)%'0904)'"*2.'.("*
0%'"//"9'.)/*)%!*'"9+%$/$>09)/*!"<"/$4#"%'&*'+)'*#0>+'*)="9'*'+"*/03()(,?*

5.
4

Administration and leadership
5.4.1
In freestanding theological schools, the chief library administrator has overall
("&4$%&030/0',*2$(*/03()(,*)!#0%0&'()'0$%E*9$//"9'0$%*!"<"/$4#"%'E*)%!*"="9'0<"*"!.9)tional collaboration. The chief administrator of the library should participate in the for#)'0$%*$2*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*4$/09,*(">)(!0%>*/$%>`()%>"*"!.9)'0$%)/*)%!*1%)%90)/*4/)%%0%>*
and should ordinarily be a voting member of the faculty. N ormally, this person should
possess graduate degrees in library science and in theological studies or another pertinent discipline.
5.4.2
When a theological library is part of a larger institutional library, a theological librarian should provide leadership in theological collection development, ensure
"="9'0<"* "!.9)'0$%)/* 9$//)3$()'0$%* D0'+* '+"* 2)9./',* )%!* &'.!"%'&* 0%* '+"* 0%&'0'.'0$%F&*
theological school, and ordinarily be a voting member of the theological faculty.
5.4.3
The library administrator should exercise responsibility for regular and ongo0%>*"<)/.)'0$%*$2*'+"*9$//"9'0$%E*'+"*4)C"(%&*$2*.&"E*&"(<09"&*4($<0!"!*3,*'+"*/03()(,E*
and library personnel.
5.4.4
Schools shall provide structured opportunities to theological librarians for
professional development and, as appropriate, contribute to the development of theological librarianship.
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5.
5

Resources
5.5.1
Each school shall have the resources necessary for the operation of an ad"-.)'"*/03()(,*4($>()#?*@+"&"*0%9/.!"*1%)%90)/E*'"9+%$/$>09)/E*)%!*4+,&09)/*("&$.(9"&*
)%!*&.N 90"%'*4"(&$%%"/?*
_?_?I*
@+"*4($2"&&0$%)/*)%!*&.44$('*&')=*&+)//*3"*$2*&.9+*%.#3"(*)%!*-.)/0',*)&*)("*
%""!"!*'$*4($<0!"*'+"*%"9"&&)(,*&"(<09"&E*9$##"%&.()'"*D0'+*'+"*&0M"*)%!*9+)()9'"(*
$2*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%?*Q($2"&&0$%)/*&')=*&+)//*4$&&"&&*'+"*&X0//&*%"9"&&)(,*2$(*0%2$(#)'0$%*
technology, collection development and maintenance, and public service. Insofar as
4$&&03/"E*&')=*&+)//*3"*)44$0%'"!*D0'+*)*<0"D*'$D)(!*!0<"(&0',*0%*()9"E*"'+%090',E*)%!*
>"%!"(?*O +"("*)44($4(0)'"E*$'+"(*-.)/01"!*#"#3"(&*$2*'+"*4($2"&&0$%)/*&')=*#),*)/&$*
+)<"*2)9./',*&')'.&?*U%&'0'.'0$%&*&+)//*)N (#*'+"*2(""!$#*$2*0%-.0(,*%"9"&&)(,*2$(*'+"*
role of professional librarians in theological scholarship.
5.5.3
An adequate portion of the annual institutional educational and general budget shall be devoted to the support of the library. Adequacy will be evaluated in comparison with other similar institutions as well as by the library’s achievement of its
$D%*$3]"9'0<"&*)&*!"1%"!*3,*0'&*9$//"9'0$%*!"<"/$4#"%'*4$/09,?*
_?_?[*
8!"-.)'"* 2)90/0'0"&* 0%9/.!"* &.N 90"%'* &4)9"* 2$(* (")!"(&* )%!* &')=E* )!"-.)'"*
shelving for the book collection, appropriate space for nonprint media, adequate and
B"A03/"*&4)9"*2$(*0%2$(#)'0$%*'"9+%$/$>,E*)%!*9/0#)'"*9$%'($/*2$(*)//*#)'"(0)/&E*"&4"cially rare books. Collections should be easily accessible and protected from deterioration, theft, and other threats.

STANDARDS

_?_?_*
8!"-.)9,*$2*/03()(,*9$//"9'0$%&*#),*3"*)C)0%"!*'+($.>+*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*&"/2`&.2190"%9,*$(*9$$4"()'0<"*)(()%>"#"%'&?*U%*'+"*/)C"(*0%&')%9"E*2.//,*)!"-.)'"*9$//"9'0$%&*
or electronic resources are not required of individual member schools, but each school
shall demonstrate contracted and reliable availability and actual use.
5.5.6
In its collaborative relationships with other institutions, a school remains accountable for the quality of library resources available to its students and faculty.

6

Faculty

The members of the faculty of a theological school constitute a collaborative community of faith
and learning, and they are crucial to the scholarly activities of teaching, learning, and research
in the institution. A theological school’s faculty normally comprises the full-time teachers, continuing part-time teachers, and teachers who are engaged occasionally or for one time. In order
for faculty members to accomplish their purposes, theological schools should assure them appropriate structure, support, and opportunities, including training for educational technology.

!"#$

%&'()*+$,(&)-.'&*-/012$3415/01-6-)-*-412$7484)/5940*2$&07$495)/+940*
6.1.1
Schools should demonstrate that their faculty members have the necessary competencies for their responsibilities. Faculty members shall possess the appropriate cre!"%'0)/&*2$(*>()!.)'"*'+"$/$>09)/*"!.9)'0$%E*%$(#)//,*!"#$%&'()'"!*3,*'+"*)C)0%#"%'*$2*
a research doctorate or, in certain cases, another earned doctoral degree. In addition to
)9)!"#09*4("4)()'0$%E*#0%0&'"(0)/*)%!*"99/"&0)/*"A4"(0"%9"*0&*)%*0#4$(')%'*-.)/019)'0$%*
0%*'+"*9$#4$&0'0$%*$2*'+"*2)9./',?*8/&$E*-.)/01"!*'")9+"(&*D0'+$.'*)*("&")(9+*!$9'$()'"*
may have special expertise in skill areas such as administration, music, or media as well
)&*9($&&`9./'.()/*9$%'"A'.)/0M)'0$%*2$(*'")9+0%>E*/")(%0%>E*)%!*("&")(9+?
6.1.2
In the context of institutional purpose and the confessional commitments af1(#"!* 3,* )* 2)9./',* #"#3"(* D+"%* )44$0%'"!E* 2)9./',* #"#3"(&* &+)//* 3"* 2(""* '$* &""X*
X%$D/"!>"*)%!*9$##.%09)'"*'+"0(*1%!0%>&?*
6.1.3
Composition of the faculty should be guided by the purpose of the institution,
)%!*)C"%'0$%*'$*'+0&*9$#4$&0'0$%*&+$./!*3"*)%*0%'">()/*9$#4$%"%'*$2*/$%>`()%>"*4/)%-
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%0%>*0%*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%?*\)9./',*&+$./!*3"*$2*&.N 90"%'*!0<"(&0',*)%!*%.#3"(*'$*#""'*
the multifaceted demands of teaching, learning, and research. H iring practices should
3"*)C"%'0<"*'$*'+"*<)/."*$2*!0<"(&0',*0%*()9"E*"'+%090',E*)%!*>"%!"(?*@+"*2)9./',*&+$./!*
)/&$*0%9/.!"*#"#3"(&*D+$*+)<"*!$9'$()'"&*2($#*!0="("%'*&9+$$/&*)%!*D+$*"A"#4/02,*
various methods and points of view. At the same time, faculty selection will be guided
by the needs and requirements of particular constituencies of the school.
6.1.4
The faculty who teach in a program on a continuing basis shall exercise responsibility for the planning, design, and oversight of its curriculum in the context of institutional purpose and resources and as directed by school administration requirements for
recruitment, matriculation, graduation, and service to constituent faith communities.
6.1.5
Each school shall articulate and demonstrate that it follows its policies concerning faculty members in such areas as faculty rights and responsibilities; freedom
of inquiry; procedures for recruitment, appointment, retention, promotion, and dismissal; criteria for faculty evaluation; faculty compensation; research leaves; and other
9$%!0'0$%&*$2*"#4/$,#"%'?*Q$/090"&*9$%9"(%0%>*'+"&"*#)C"(&*&+)//*3"*4.3/0&+"!*0%*)%*
up-to-date faculty handbook.
6.1.6
Theological scholarship is enriched by continuity within a faculty and safeguards for the freedom of inquiry for individual members. Therefore, each school shall
!"#$%&'()'"*"="9'0<"*4($9"!.("&*2$(*'+"*("'"%'0$%*$2*)*-.)/01"!*9$##.%0',*$2*&9+$/ars, through tenure or some other appropriate procedure.
6.1.7
The institution should support its faculty through such means as adequate
salaries, suitable working conditions, and support services.

STANDARDS

6.1.8
The work load of faculty members in teaching and administration shall per#0'* )!"-.)'"* )C"%'0$%* '$* &'.!"%'&E* '$* &9+$/)(/,* 4.(&.0'&E* )%!* '$* $'+"(* "99/"&0)/* )%!*
institutional concerns.

6.
2

Faculty role in teaching
6.2.1
Teachers shall have freedom in the classroom to discuss the subjects in which
they have competence by formal education and practical experience.
6.2.2
Faculty should endeavor to include, within the teaching of their respective
!0&904/0%"&E*'+"$/$>09)/*("B"9'0$%*'+)'*"%)3/"&*&'.!"%'&*'$*0%'">()'"*'+"0(*/")(%0%>*2($#*
'+"*<)(0$.&*!0&904/0%"&E*1"/!*"!.9)'0$%E*)%!*4"(&$%)/*2$(#)'0$%?*
a?I?P*
\.//`*)%!*4)('`'0#"*2)9./',*&+$./!*3"*)=$(!"!*$44$('.%0'0"&*'$*"%+)%9"*'")9+ing skills, including the use of educational technology as well as training in instructional design and in modes of advisement appropriate to distance programs, as a regular component of faculty development.
6.2.4
Appropriate resources shall be available to facilitate the teaching task, includ0%>*3.'*%$'*/0#0'"!*'$E*9/)&&($$#*&4)9"E*$N 9"*&4)9"E*"!.9)'0$%)/*'"9+%$/$>,E*)%!*)9cess to scholarly materials, including library and other information resources.
6.2.5
Schools shall develop and implement mechanisms for evaluating faculty performance, including teaching competence and the use of educational technology. These
mechanisms should involve faculty members and students as well as administrators.

6.
3

Faculty role in student learning
6.3.1
Faculty shall be involved in evaluating the quality of student learning by identifying appropriate outcomes and assessing the extent to which the learning goals of
individual courses and degree programs have been achieved.
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6.3.2
To ensure the quality of learning, faculty should be appropriately involved
in development of the library collection, educational technology, and other resources
necessary for student learning.
6.3.3
Faculty should participate in practices and procedures that contribute to students’ learning, including opportunities for regular advising and interaction with stu!"%'&*)%!*)C"%'0<"%"&&*'$*'+"*/")(%0%>*%""!&*$2*!0<"(&"*&'.!"%'*4$4./)'0$%&?*
6.3.4
Faculty should foster integration of the diverse learning objectives of the curriculum so that students may successfully accomplish the purposes of the stated degree programs.

6.
4

Faculty role in theological research
6.4.1
Faculty are expected to engage in research, and each school shall articulate
clearly its expectations and requirements for faculty research and shall have explicit
criteria and procedures for the evaluation of research that are congruent with the purpose of the school and with commonly accepted standards in higher education.
6.4.2
Schools shall provide structured opportunities for faculty research and intellectual growth, such as regular research leaves and faculty colloquia.
6.4.3
In the context of its institutional purpose, each school shall ensure that faculty
have freedom to pursue critical questions, to contribute to scholarly discussion, and to
4.3/0&+*'+"*1%!0%>&*$2*'+"0(*("&")(9+?*

7

STANDARDS

6.4.4
Faculty members should make available the results of their research through
such means as scholarly publications, constructive participation in learned societies,
and informed contributions to the intellectual life of church and society, as well as
through their teaching.

Student recruitment,admission,services,and placement

The students of a theological school are central to the educational activities of the institution.
They are also a primary constituency served by the school’s curriculum and programs and,
with the faculty, constitute a community of faith and learning. Schools are responsible for the
quality of their policies and practices related to recruitment, admission, student support, student borrowing, and placement.

7.
1

Recruitment
7.1.1
Schools shall be able to demonstrate that their policies and practices of student recruitment are consistent with the purpose of the institution.
T?K?I*
U%*("9(.0'#"%'*"=$('&E*&"(<09"&E*)%!*4.3/09)'0$%&E*0%&'0'.'0$%&*&+)//*)99.()'"/,*
represent themselves as well as the vocational opportunities related to their degree
programs.

7.
2

Admission
7.2.1
In the development of admission policies and procedures, a theological school
&+)//*"&')3/0&+*9(0'"(0)*)44($4(0)'"*2$(*")9+*!">(""*4($>()#*0'*$="(&?*8!#0&&0$%*9(0'"(0)*&+$./!*>0<"*)C"%'0$%*'$*)44/09)%'&F*)9)!"#09E*4"(&$%)/E*)%!*&40(0'.)/*-.)/019)'0$%&E*
as well as their potential for making a contribution to church and society.
7.2.2
Schools shall be able to demonstrate that they operate on a postbaccalaureate
level, that the students they admit are capable of graduate-level studies, and that their
&')%!)(!&*)%!*("-.0("#"%'&*2$(*)!#0&&0$%*'$*)//*!">(""*4($>()#&*)("*9/")(/,*!"1%"!E*
fairly implemented, and appropriately related to the purpose of the institution.
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T?I?P*
H9+$$/&*&+)//*(">./)(/,*("<0"D*'+"*-.)/0',*$2*)44/09)%'&*)!#0C"!*'$*")9+*!"gree program and develop institutional strategies to maintain and enhance the overall
quality of the student population.
T?I?[*
H9+$$/&*&+)//*>0<"*"<0!"%9"*$2*"=$('&*0%*)!#0&&0$%&*'$*"%9$.()>"*!0<"(&0',*0%*
such areas as race, ethnicity, region, denomination, gender, or disability.
7.2.5
Schools shall encourage a broad baccalaureate preparation, for instance, studies in world history, philosophy, languages and literature, the natural sciences, the
&$90)/*&90"%9"&E*#.&09*)%!*$'+"(*1%"*)('&E*)%!*("/0>0$%?*

7.
3

Student services
7.3.1
Policies regarding students’ rights and responsibilities, as well as the institu'0$%F&*9$!"*$2*!0&904/0%"E*&+)//*3"*9/")(/,*0!"%'01"!*)%!*4.3/0&+"!?*
7.3.2
Schools shall regularly and systematically evaluate the appropriateness, adequacy, and use of student services for the purpose of strengthening the overall program.
7.3.3
Students should receive reliable and accessible services wherever they are en($//"!*)%!*+$D"<"(*'+"*"!.9)'0$%)/*4($>()#&*)("*$="("!?*
7.3.4
Schools shall maintain adequate student records regarding admission ma'"(0)/&E* 9$.(&"* D$(X* )C"#4'"!* )%!* 9$#4/"'"!E* )%!* 0%* $'+"(* )(")&* )&* !"'"(#0%"!* 3,*
'+"*&9+$$/F&*4$/09,?*844($4(0)'"*3)9X.4*1/"&*&+$./!*3"*#)0%')0%"!*)%!*.4!)'"!*$%*)*
(">./)(*3)&0&?*@+"*0%&'0'.'0$%*&+)//*"%&.("*'+"*&"9.(0',*$2*1/"&*2($#*4+,&09)/*!"&'(.9'0$%*
$(*/$&&*)%!*2($#*.%).'+$(0M"!*)99"&&?*

STANDARDS

7.3.5
Institutions shall demonstrate that program requirements, tuition, and fees
)("*)44($4(0)'"*2$(*'+"*!">(""*4($>()#&*'+",*$="(?*
7.3.6
Institutions shall publish all requirements for degree programs, including
courses, noncredit requirements, and grading and other academic policies.
T?P?T*
H'.!"%'*1%)%90)/*)0!E*D+"%*4($<0!"!E*&+$./!*3"*!0&'(03.'"!*)99$(!0%>*'$*'+"*
ATS policy guideline “Student Financial Aid” in Bul
l
etin, Part 1.
7.3.8
The institution shall have a process for responding to complaints raised by
students in areas related to the accrediting standards of the Commission, and schools
shall maintain a record of such formal student complaints for review by the board.

7.
4

Student borrowing
T?[?K*
H"%0$(* )!#0%0&'()'$(&* )%!* 1%)%90)/* )0!* $N 9"(&* &+)//* ("<0"D* &'.!"%'* "!.9)tional debt and develop institutional strategies regarding students’ borrowing for
theological education.
7.4.2
Based on estimates of compensation graduates will receive, the school should
4($<0!"*1%)%90)/*9$.%&"/0%>*'$*&'.!"%'&*&$*)&*'$*#0%0#0M"*3$(($D0%>E*"A4/$("*)/'"(%)tive funding, and provide the fullest possible disclosure of the impact of loan repayment after graduation.

7.
5

Placement
7.5.1
In keeping with institutional purpose and ecclesial context, and upon students’ successful completion of their degree programs, schools shall provide appropriate assistance to persons seeking employment relevant to their degrees.
7.5.2
Theological schools should monitor the placement of graduates in appropriate positions and review admissions policies in light of trends in placement.
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7.5.3
The institution should, in the context of its purpose and constituency, act as
an advocate for students who are members of groups that have been disadvantaged in
employment because of their race, ethnicity, gender, and/or disability.

8

Authority and governance

G overnance is based on a bond of trust among boards, administration, faculty, students, and
ecclesial bodies. Each institution should articulate its own theologically informed understanding of how this bond of trust becomes operational as a form of shared governance. Institutional
stewardship is the responsibility of all, not just the governing board. G ood institutional life re-.0("&*'+)'*)//*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*&'"D)(!&*X%$D*)%!*9)((,*$.'*'+"0(*("&4$%&030/0'0"&*"="9'0<"/,*)&*D"//*
as encouraging others to do the same. G overnance occurs in a legal context, and its boundaries
are set by formal relationships with ecclesiastical authority, with public authority as expressed
0%*/)D*)%!*9+)('"(E*)%!*D0'+*4(0<)'"*90'0M"%&*)%!*$'+"(*/">)//,*9$%&'0'.'"!*3$!0"&*0%*'+"*2$(#*$2*
contracts. The governance of a theological school, however, involves more than the legal rela'0$%&+04&*)%!*3,/)D&*'+)'*!"1%"*4)C"(%&*$2*("&4$%&030/0',*)%!*)99$.%')30/0',?*U'*0&*'+"*&'(.9'.("*
by which participants in the governance process exercise faithful leadership on behalf of the
purpose of the theological school.

8.
1

Authority
8.1.1
Authority is the exercise of rights, responsibilities, and powers accorded to a
theological school by its charter, articles of incorporation and bylaws, and ecclesiasti9)/*)%!*90<0/*).'+$(0M)'0$%&*)44/09)3/"*'$*0'*$(*3,*'+"*$<"()//*"!.9)'0$%)/*0%&'0'.'0$%*$2*
which it is a part. A theological school derives from these mandates the legal and moral
).'+$(0',*'$*"&')3/0&+*"!.9)'0$%)/*4($>()#&S*'$*9$%2"(*9"('019)'"&E*!04/$#)&E*$(*!">(""&S*
to provide for personnel and facilities; and to assure institutional quality and integrity.

STANDARDS

8.1.2
The structure and scope of the theological school’s authority are based on the
4)C"(%&* $2* 0'&* ("/)'0$%&+04* '$* $'+"(* 0%&'0'.'0$%&* $2* +0>+"(* "!.9)'0$%* $(* "99/"&0)&'09)/*
bodies. Some theological schools have full authority for all institutional and educational operations. O ther schools, related to colleges, universities, or clusters of theological schools, may have limited authority for institutional operations, although they
may have full authority over the educational programs. Still other schools are related
to ecclesiastical bodies in particular ways, and authority is shared by the institution
)%!*'+"*"99/"&0)&'09)/*3$!,?*8//*'+(""*X0%!&*$2*&9+$$/&*+)<"*!0="("%'*4)C"(%&*2$(*'+"*
"A"(90&"*$2*).'+$(0',E*)%!*0%*&$#"*&9+$$/&*'+"&"*4)C"(%&*#),*3"*3/"%!"!?*
8.1.2.1 Schools with full authority shall have a governing board with responsibilities for maintaining the purpose, viability, vitality, and integrity of the
institution; the achievement of institutional policies; the selection of chief ad#0%0&'()'0<"*/")!"(&+04S*)%!*'+"*4($<0&0$%*$2*4+,&09)/*)%!*1&9)/*("&$.(9"&*)%!*
personnel. The board is the legally constituted body that is responsible for
managing the assets of the institution in trust.
8.1.2.2 Schools where authority is limited by or derived from their relationship to a college or university shall identify clearly where the authority for
maintaining the integrity and vitality of the theological school resides and
how that authority is to be exercised in actual practice. Schools within universities or colleges should have an appropriate advisory board whose roles and
("&4$%&030/0'0"&*)("*9/")(/,*!"1%"!*0%*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*$N 90)/*!$9.#"%'&?*
8.1.2.3 Schools with authority limited by their ecclesiastical relationships shall
develop, in dialogue with their sponsoring church bodies, a formal statement
concerning the operative structure of governance for the institution. This statement must make clear where the authority for maintaining the integrity and
vitality of the school resides and how that authority is to be exercised in actual
practice. In schools of this type, the authority of the governing board shall be
9/")(/,*&4"901"!*0%*)44($4(0)'"*"99/"&0)&'09)/*)%!*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*!$9.#"%'&?*
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8.1.3
G overning boards delegate authority to the faculty and administration to ful1//*'+"0(*)44($4(0)'"*($/"&*)%!*("&4$%&030/0'0"&?*H.9+*).'+$(0',*&+)//*3"*"&')3/0&+"!*)%!*
&"'*2$('+*0%*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*$N 90)/*!$9.#"%'&*)%!*9)((0"!*$.'*0%*>$<"(%0%>*4()9'09"&?*
8.1.4
In multilocation institutions, the assignment of authority and responsibilities
&+$./!*3"*9/")(/,*!"1%"!*0%*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*$N 90)/*!$9.#"%'&*)%!*"-.0')3/,*)!#0%istered.

8.
2

Governance
b?I?K*
O +0/"*1%)/*).'+$(0',*2$(*)%*0%&'0'.'0$%*0&*<"&'"!*0%*'+"*>$<"(%0%>*3$)(!*)%!*
!"1%"!*3,*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*$N 90)/*!$9.#"%'&E*")9+*&9+$$/*&+)//*)('09./)'"*)*&'(.9'.("*
)%!*4($9"&&*$2*>$<"(%)%9"*'+)'*)44($4(0)'"/,*("B"9'&*'+"*9$//">0)/*%)'.("*$2*'+"$/$>0cal education. The governance process should identify the school’s constituencies and
4.3/09&E*("9$>%0M"*'+"*#./'04/"*/0%"&*$2*)99$.%')30/0',E*)%!*3)/)%9"*9$#4"'0%>*)99$.%'abilities in a manner shaped by the institution’s charter, purpose, and particular theological and denominational commitments.
8.2.2
Shared governance follows from the collegial nature of theological education.
Unique and overlapping roles and responsibilities of the governing board, faculty, ad#0%0&'()'$(&E* &'.!"%'&E* )%!* $'+"(* 0!"%'01"!* !"/">)'"!* ).'+$(0'0"&* &+$./!* 3"* !"1%"!*
in a way that allows all partners to exercise their mandated or delegated leadership.
G overnance requires a carefully delineated process for the initiation, review, approval,
implementation, and evaluation of governing policies, ensuring that all necessary poli90"&*)%!*4($9"!.("&*)("*0%*4/)9"?*H4"90)/*)C"%'0$%*&+$./!*3"*>0<"%*'$*4$/090"&*(">)(!ing freedom of inquiry, board-administrator prerogatives, procedural fairness, sexual
harassment, and discrimination.

STANDARDS

8.2.3
The collaborative nature of governance provides for institutional learning and
&"/2`9$(("9'0$%E* 9$%&')%'/,* !"<"/$40%>* '+"* '+"$/$>09)/* &9+$$/F&* X%$D/"!>"* $2* &4"9019*
')&X&E*)%!*("#)0%0%>*)/"('*'$*!"<"/$4#"%'&*0%*$'+"(*$(>)%0M)'0$%&*)%!*0%&'0'.'0$%&?*

8.
3

The roles of the governing board,administration,faculty,and students in governance processes

The various roles that the board, the administrative leadership, and the faculty play in the development of policy and the exercise of authority should be clearly articulated. Because of their
!0="("%'* +0&'$(0"&* )%!* 4)C"(%&* $2* >$<"(%)%9"* )%!* )!#0%0&'()'0$%E* '+"* ($/"* $2* '+"* >$<"(%0%>*
board varies from institution to institution; and the role also varies dependent upon the authority vested in the governing board and upon the institution’s relationship to other educational
and denominational structures.

8.
3.
1

Governing board
8.3.1.1 The governing board is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of the institution’s integrity and its freedom from inappropriate external and internal pressures and from destructive interference or restraints. It
&+)//*)C"%!*'$*'+"*D"//`3"0%>*$2*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%*3,*"A"(90&0%>*4($4"(*1!.90)(,*
("&4$%&030/0',E* )!"-.)'"* 1%)%90)/* $<"(&0>+'E* 4($4"(* !"/">)'0$%* $2* ).'+$(0',*
'$*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*)!#0%0&'()'0<"*$N 9"(&*)%!*2)9./',E*"%>)>0%>*$.'&0!"*/">)/*
counsel, ensuring professional and independent audits, using professional investment advisors as appropriate, and maintaining procedural fairness and
freedom of inquiry.
8.3.1.2 The governing board shall be accountable for the institution’s adherence to requirements duly established by public authorities and to accreditation standards established by the Commission and by any other accrediting or
certifying agencies to which the institution is formally related.
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b?P?K?P* c "#3"(&*$2*'+"*>$<"(%0%>*3$)(!*&+)//*4$&&"&&*'+"*-.)/019)'0$%&*)4propriate to the task they will undertake. In accordance with the school’s pur4$&"* )%!* 9$%&'0'."%90"&E* '+"* >$<"(%0%>* 3$)(!F&* #"#3"(&+04* &+$./!* ("B"9'*
!0<"(&0',* $2* ()9"E* "'+%090',E* )%!* >"%!"(?*8&* 1!.90)(0"&E* '+",* &+$./!* 9$##0'*
themselves loyally to the institution, its purpose, and its overall well-being.
@+",*&+$./!*/")!*3,*)N (#0%>*'+"*>$$!*'+)'*0&*!$%"*)%!*3,*)&X0%>*'+$.>+'2./*
questions and challenging problematic situations. N ew members of the board
should be oriented to their responsibilities and the structures and procedures
the board uses to accomplish its tasks.
8.3.1.4 Subject to the terms of its charter and bylaws, the board chooses the
chief administrative leadership, appoints faculty, confers degrees, enters into
contracts, approves budgets, and manages the assets of the institution. If, in
)99$(!)%9"* D0'+* )%* 0%&'0'.'0$%F&* &4"9019* 9+)()9'"(* )%!* '()!0'0$%&E* 9"(')0%* $2*
'+"&"*4$D"(&*)("*("&"(<"!*'$*$%"*$(*#$("*$'+"(*>$<"(%0%>*"%'0'0"&E*'+"*&4"9019*
character of these restrictions shall be made clear.
8.3.1.5 The governing board shall require ongoing institutional planning
and evaluation of outcomes to assure faithful implementation of the school’s
purpose, priorities, and denominational and theological commitments.
8.3.1.6 The governing board shall create and employ adequate structures for
implementing and administering policy, and shall delegate to the school’s chief
administrative leadership authority commensurate with such responsibilities.
U%*'.(%E*0'*("-.0("&*2($#*'+"&"*$N 9"(&*)!"-.)'"*4"(2$(#)%9"*)%!*)99$.%')30/0',?*

STANDARDS

8.3.1.7 In its actions and processes, the board serves in relationship to a variety of constituencies, both internal (e.g., administration, faculty, students,
&')=;* )%!* "A'"(%)/* 6"?>?E* >()!.)'"&E* !"%$#0%)'0$%&E* 9$%>(">)'0$%&E* "'9?;* )%!*
should seek creative initiatives from all of these constituencies. Individual
board members, who are drawn from various constituencies, shall exercise
their responsibility on the behalf of the institution as a whole.
8.3.1.8 The board shall exercise its authority only as a group. An individual
#"#3"(E* .%/"&&* ).'+$(0M"!* 3,* '+"* 3$)(!E* &+)//* %$'* 9$##0'* '+"* 0%&'0'.'0$%F&*
resources, nor bind it to any course of action, nor intrude upon the administration of the institution.
b?P?K?d* @+"*3$)(!*&+)//*+)<"*)*9$%B09'*$2*0%'"("&'*4$/09,?*e (!0%)(0/,E*#"#bers should not be engaged in business relationships with the institution,
%$(*&+$./!*'+",*!"(0<"*)%,*#)'"(0)/*3"%"1'*2($#*&"(<0%>*$%*'+"*3$)(!?*U%*'+"*
"<"%'*'+)'*9$%B09'&*$2*0%'"("&'*)(0&"E*)*3$)(!*#"#3"(*#.&'*("9.&"*+0#&"/2*$(*
herself from any vote or participation in the board’s decision on that issue.
b?P?K?KJ* ^ $<"(%0%>*3$)(!&*&+$./!*3"*&'(.9'.("!*'$*9$%!.9'*'+"0(*D$(X*"="9'0<"/,?*f$)(!*#"#3"(&+04*&+$./!*3"*/)(>"*"%$.>+*'$*("B"9'*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*
&0>%019)%'* 9$%&'0'."%90"&* 3.'* %$'* &$* /)(>"* )&* '$* 3"* .%D0"/!,* 0%* 0'&* !"90&0$%*
making. The frequency of board meetings should be determined by the number and complexity of the issues the board is called upon to address. An ex"9.'0<"*9$##0C""*$2*'+"*3$)(!*#),*3"*>0<"%*'+"*).'+$(0',*'$*)!!("&&*0&&."&*
between meetings of the full board.
8.3.1.11 The board has the responsibility to hold itself accountable for the
$<"()//* 4"(2$(#)%9"* $2* 0'&* !.'0"&* )%!* &+)//* "<)/.)'"* '+"* "="9'0<"%"&&* $2* 0'&*
own procedures. It should also seek to educate itself about the issues it faces
)%!*)3$.'*4($9"!.("&*.&"!*3,*"="9'0<"*>$<"(%0%>*3$!0"&*0%*9)((,0%>*$.'*'+"0(*
work. The board shall evaluate its members on a regular basis.
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8.3.1.12 The board shall be responsible for evaluating overall institutional
>$<"(%)%9"*3,*)&&"&&0%>*)%!*#$%0'$(0%>*'+"*"="9'0<"%"&&*$2*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*>$<ernance procedures and structures.

8.
3.
2

Administration
8.3.2.1 Under the governing board’s clearly stated policies and requisite authority, the chief administrative leadership is responsible for achieving the
school’s purpose by developing and implementing institutional policies and
administrative structures in collaboration with the governing board, faculty,
&'.!"%'&E*)!#0%0&'()'0<"*&')=E*)%!*$'+"(*X",*9$%&'0'."%90"&?*
8.3.2.2 Administrative leaders should implement the institution’s theologi9)/*9$%<09'0$%&*)%!*&+)("!*<)/."&*0%*'+"*D),*'+",*#)%)>"*'+"*&9+$$/F&*1%)%cial and physical resources and personnel, consult and communicate with
constituencies, and ensure fairness in all evaluation and planning activities.
b?P?I?P* 8!#0%0&'()'0<"* /")!"(&* )%!* &')=* &+)//* 0%9/.!"E* 0%&$2)(* )&* 4$&&03/"E*
0%!0<0!.)/&*("B"9'0%>*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*9$%&'0'."%90"&E*')X0%>*0%'$*)99$.%'*'+"*
desirability of diversity in race, ethnicity, and gender. They should be suf190"%'*0%*%.#3"(*)%!*)30/0',*'$*2./1//*'+"0(*("&4$%&030/0'0"&?*@+",*&+$./!*+)<"*
adequate resources and authority appropriate to their responsibilities.
8.3.2.4 The responsibilities and structures of accountability shall be clearly
!"1%"!*0%*)44($4(0)'"*!$9.#"%'&?*

8.
3.
3

Faculty

STANDARDS

8.3.3.1 Within the overall structure of governance of the school, authority
over certain functions shall be delegated to the faculty and structures devised
by which this authority is exercised. N ormally, the faculty should provide
leadership in the development of academic policy, oversight of academic and
curricular programs and decisions, establishment of admissions criteria, and
recommendation of candidates for graduation. The faculty should participate
in the processes concerning the appointment, retention, and promotion in
rank of faculty members.
b?P?P?I* f",$%!*'+"*#)C"(&*&4"9019)//,*!"/">)'"!*'$*'+"*2)9./',E*'+"*2)9./',*
should contribute to the overall decision making as determined by the institution’s structure of governance. Such involvement is particularly important in
the development of the institution’s purpose statement and in institutional
evaluation and planning.

8.
3.
4

Students

Where students take part in the formal structures of governance, their roles and responsibilities should be clearly delineated.

9

Institutional resources

U%*$(!"(*'$*)9+0"<"*'+"0(*4.(4$&"&E*0%&'0'.'0$%&*%""!*%$'*$%/,*&.N 90"%'*4"(&$%%"/*3.'*)/&$*)!"-.)'"*1%)%90)/E*4+,&09)/E*)%!*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*!)')*("&$.(9"&?*f"9).&"*$2*'+"0(*'+"$/$>09)/*9+)()9'"(E*5$##0&&0$%*&9+$$/&*>0<"*4)('09./)(*)C"%'0$%*'$*4"(&$%%"/*)%!*'$*'+"*-.)/0',*$2*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*"%<0($%#"%'&*0%*D+09+*'+",*2.%9'0$%?*^ $$!*&'"D)(!&+04*("-.0("&*)C"%'0$%*3,*")9+*
institution to the context, local and global, in which it deploys its resources and a commitment
'$*!"<"/$4*)44($4(0)'"*4)C"(%&*$2*9$$4"()'0$%*D0'+*$'+"(*0%&'0'.'0$%&E*D+09+*#),*)'*'0#"&*/")!*
to the formation of clusters.
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9.
1

Personnel
9.1.1
The theological school should value and seek to enhance the quality of the
human lives it touches. The human fabric of the institution is enriched by including a
wide range of persons. The institution should devote adequate time and energy to the
processes by which persons are recruited, enabled to participate in the institution, nurtured in their development, and prepared for their various tasks within the institution.
9.1.2
Theological schools should support the quality of community through such
means as policies regarding procedural fairness, discrimination, and sexual harassment.
9.1.3
The theological school shall (a) engage the numbers and the qualities of personnel needed to implement the programs of the school in keeping with its purpose; (b)
develop appropriate personnel policies and procedures to be approved by the board
and implemented by the administration; (c) ensure that these policies are clear and
adequately published; include reference to job performance evaluation, termination,
sexual harassment or misconduct; and conform to applicable requirements mandated
3,*2"!"()/E*&')'"E*$(*4($<0%90)/*].(0&!09'0$%&S*6!;*4($<0!"*2$(*"-.0')3/"*4)C"(%&*$2*9$#4"%&)'0$%S*6";*4($<0!"*9/")(*D(0C"%*]$3*!"&9(04'0$%&*2$(*)//*"#4/$,""&S*)%!*62;*4($<0!"*
appropriate grievance procedures.

9.
2

Financial resources

:";"#$

STANDARDS

f"9).&"* -.)/0',* "!.9)'0$%* )%!* &$.%!* 1%)%90)/* 4$/090"&* )("* 0%'0#)'"/,* ("/)'"!E* '+"$/$>09)/*
schools should be governed by the principles of good stewardship in the planning, develop#"%'E*)%!*.&"*$2*'+"0(*1%)%90)/*("&$.(9"&?*@+"*1%)%90)/*("&$.(9"&*&+$./!*&.44$('*'+"*4.(4$&"*
$2*'+"*&9+$$/*"="9'0<"/,*)%!*"N 90"%'/,*)&*D"//*)&*"%)3/"*0'*'$*)9+0"<"*0'&*>$)/&?*@+"*1%)%90)/*
("&$.(9"&*$2*'+"*&9+$$/*&+$./!*3"*)!"-.)'"*'$*&.44$('*'+"*4($>()#&E*4"(&$%%"/*62)9./',E*&')=E*
&'.!"%'&;E*)%!*4+,&09)/*4/)%'g&4)9"*3$'+*0%*'+"*4("&"%'*)%!*2$(*'+"*/$%>*'"(#?*@+"*1%)%90)/*("sources should allow the school to anticipate and respond to external changes in the economic,
social, legal, and religious environment.

<=4$.0&0'-&)$'/07-*-/0$/>$*=4$1'=//)
d?I?K?K* @+"$/$>09)/*&9+$$/&*&+$./!*#)0%')0%*'+"*4.(9+)&0%>*4$D"(*$2*'+"0(*1nancial assets and the integrity and useful life of their physical facilities. While
,")(`'$`,")(*B.9'.)'0$%&*)("*$2'"%*.%)<$0!)3/"E*&9+$$/&*&+$./!*#)0%')0%*"9$nomic equilibrium over three or more years, retain the ability to respond to
1%)%90)/*"#"(>"%90"&*)%!*.%2$("&""%*90(9.#&')%9"&E*)%!*&+$D*(")&$%)3/"*"A4"9')'0$%&*$2*2.'.("*1%)%90)/*<0)30/0',*)%!*$<"()//*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*0#4($<"#"%'?*
9.2.1.2 A theological school shall have stable and predictable sources of
("<"%."*&.9+*'+)'*'+"*9.(("%'*)%!*)%'0904)'"!*'$')/*("<"%."&*)("*&.N 90"%'*'$*
maintain the educational quality of the institution. Projected increases in revenue, including gift income, should be realistic. The use of endowment return
to fund expenditures budgets should be prudent and in accordance with applicable law.*
9.2.1.3 A theological school should normally balance budgeted revenues
and expenditures while employing a prudent endowment spending rate.†

* A common and customary understanding of a “prudent” use of endowment return is to budget as
revenue 5 percent of a three-year average of the market value of endowment and board-designated
quasi-endowment. Member schools should seek legal counsel regarding law applicable to the use of
endowments.
† The term endowment spending rate refers to a common budgeting rule adopted by governing boards.
Such a rule limits or controls the consumption of school’s endowment and return, which for purposes of these standards includes all of a school’s endowment and board-designated quasi-endowment.
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W "190'&*D")X"%*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%*)%!*'+"("2$("*&+$./!*4($#4'*'+"*)!#0%0&'()tion and trustees to take corrective action. A theological school shall be able
to demonstrate that it has operated without cumulative losses across the last
'+(""* ,")(&?* U2* !"190'&* +)<"* 3""%* ("9$(!"!* $(* )("* 4($]"9'"!E* '+"* &9+$$/* &+)//*
+)<"* )* 4/)%* '$* "/0#0%)'"* 4("&"%'* )%!* 2.'.("* !"190'&* '+)'* 0&* (")/0&'09E* .%!"(stood, and approved by the governing board. When reducing expenditures,
'+"*'+"$/$>09)/*&9+$$/*&+$./!*3"*#0%!2./*$2*0'&*4.(4$&"*)%!*)C"%!*'$*'+"*-.)/ity and scope of the degree programs.
9.2.1.4 Endowments (including funds functioning as endowment) are frequently a major source of revenue for schools. A theological school (or the larger
$(>)%0M)'0$%*$2*D+09+*0'*0&*)*4)(';*&+$./!*)!$4'*)*4(.!"%'*"%!$D#"%'*&4"%!ing formula that contributes to the purpose of the institution while enhancing
the stability of revenue for the school. A school shall demonstrate evidence of
adequate plans to protect the long-term purchasing power of the endowment
2($#* "($&0$%* 3,* 0%B)'0$%?* @+"* &9+$$/* 6$(* .%0<"(&0',E* !0$9"&"E* $(!"(E* $(* $'+"(*
/)(>"(*$(>)%0M)'0$%*$2*D+09+*0'*0&*)*4)(';*&+)//*+)<"*2$(#)//,*)!$4'"!*&')'"#"%'&*
of investment policies and guidelines that set forth for trustees and investment
managers the conditions governing the granting or withholding of investment
discretion, investment goals of the institution, guidelines for long-term asset
)//$9)'0$%E*)*!"&9(04'0$%*$2*).'+$(0M"!*)%!*4($+030'"!*'()%&)9'0$%&E*)%!*4"(2$(mance measurement criteria. Trustees should review these policies regularly.

STANDARDS

d?I?K?_* @+"*1%)%90)/*9$%!0'0$%*$2*'+"$/$>09)/*&9+$$/&*'+)'*)("*.%0'&*$2*9$//">"&*$(*.%0<"(&0'0"&*0&*0%B."%9"!*3,*'+"*1%)%90)/*9$%!0'0$%*$2*'+"*("/)'"!*0%&'0'.tions. These theological schools should enhance the well-being of the larger
institution, while the larger institution should demonstrate appreciation for
the special characteristics of theological schools. The larger institution should
4($<0!"*)!"-.)'"*1%)%90)/*("&$.(9"&*'$*&.44$('*'+"*#0&&0$%*)%!*4($>()#&*$2*
the theological school.

9.
2.
2

Accounting,audit,budget,and control
9.2.2.1 A theological school shall adopt internal accounting and reporting
systems that are generally used in N orth American higher education. US
schools should follow the principles and procedures for institutional accounting published by the N ational Association of College and University Business
e N 9"(&?*5)%)!0)%*&9+$$/&*&+$./!*2$//$D*>.0!"/0%"&*4.3/0&+"!*3,*'+"*5)%)!0)%*8&&$90)'0$%*$2*V %0<"(&0',*f.&0%"&&*e N 9"(&?*
9.2.2.2 The institution shall be audited by an external, independent auditor
in accordance with the generally accepted auditing standards for colleges and
.%0<"(&0'0"&*6%$'`2$(`4($1'*$(>)%0M)'0$%&;*)&*4.3/0&+"!*3,*62$(*V H*&9+$$/&;*'+"*
8#"(09)%*U%&'0'.'"*$2*5"('01"!*Q.3/09*899$.%')%'&*$(*62$(*5)%)!0)%*&9+$$/&;*
the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. If an institution is not free&')%!0%>E* '+"* /)(>"(* $(>)%0M)'0$%* $2* D+09+* 0'* 0&* )* 4)('* 6&.9+* )&* )* .%0<"(&0',*
or diocese) shall provide an audit of the consolidated entity. The governing
board of a theological school shall have direct access to the independent auditor and receive the audit.
d?I?I?P* @+"*0%&'0'.'0$%*&+)//*$3')0%*2($#*)%*).!0'$(*)*#)%)>"#"%'*/"C"(*)%!*
shall demonstrate that it has appropriately addressed any recommendations
9$%')0%"!*0%*'+"*#)%)>"#"%'*/"C"(?*
9.2.2.4 A theological school shall ensure that revenues, expenditures, and
9)40')/*4($]"9'&*)("*3.!>"'"!*)%!*&.3#0C"!*2$(*("<0"D*)%!*)44($<)/*'$*'+"*
>$<"(%0%>*3$)(!?*f.!>"'&*&+$./!*9/")(/,*("B"9'*'+"*!0("9'0$%&*"&')3/0&+"!*3,*
the long-range plans of the school. Budgets should be developed in consul')'0$%*D0'+*'+"*)!#0%0&'()'$(&E*&')=E*)%!*2)9./',*D+$*3")(*("&4$%&030/0',*2$(*
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managing the institution’s programs and who approve the disbursements. A
'+"$/$>09)/*&9+$$/*&+$./!*#)0%')0%*'+(""`'$`1<"`,")(*1%)%90)/*4($]"9'0$%&*$2*
anticipated revenues, expenditures, and capital projects.
9.2.2.5 A system of budgetary control and reporting shall be maintained,
providing regular and timely reports of revenues and expenditures to those
persons with oversight responsibilities.
9.2.2.6 While a theological school may depend upon an external agency or
group (such as a denomination, diocese, order, foundation, association of con>(">)'0$%&E*$(*$'+"(*4(0<)'"*)>"%9,;*2$(*1%)%90)/*&.44$('E*'+"*&9+$$/F&*>$<"(%ing board should retain appropriate autonomy in budget allocations and the
!"<"/$4#"%'*$2*1%)%90)/*4$/090"&?*

9.
2.
3

Business management

@+"* 0%&'0'.'0$%F&* #)%)>"#"%'* ("&4$%&030/0'0"&* )%!* $(>)%0M)'0$%* $2* 3.&0%"&&* )=)0(&*
&+$./!* 3"* 9/")(/,* !"1%"!E* D0'+* &4"9019* )&&0>%#"%'* $2* ("&4$%&030/0'0"&* )44($4(0)'"/,*
&"'*2$('+?*@+"*1%)%90)/*#)%)>"#"%'*)%!*$(>)%0M)'0$%*)&*D"//*)&*'+"*&,&'"#*$2*("4$('0%>*&+)//*"%&.("*'+"*0%'">(0',*$2*1%)%90)/*("9$(!&E*9(")'"*)44($4(0)'"*9$%'($/*#"9+)nisms, and provide the governing board, chief administrative leaders, and appropriate
others with the information and reports needed for sound decision making. Schools
&+$./!*"%&.("*'+)'*4"(&$%%"/*("&4$%&03/"*2$(*1&9)/*)%!*3.!>"')(,*4($9"&&"&*)("*-.)/01"!*3,*"!.9)'0$%*)%!*"A4"(0"%9"*2$(*'+"0(*("&4$%&030/0'0"&?

9.
2.
4

Institutional development and advancement

STANDARDS

d?I?[?K* 8%*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*)!<)%9"#"%'*4($>()#*0&*"&&"%'0)/*'$*!"<"/$40%>*1%)%90)/*("&$.(9"&?*@+"*)!<)%9"#"%'*4($>()#*&+$./!*3"*4/)%%"!E*$(>)%0M"!E*
and implemented in ways congruent with the principles of the school. It
should include annual giving, capital giving, and planned giving, and should
3"*9$%!.9'"!*0%*4)C"(%&*9$%&0&'"%'*D0'+*("/)'0$%&+04&*)%!*)>(""#"%'&*D0'+*
the school’s supporting constituencies. Essential to the success of the institutional advancement program are the roles played by the chief administrative
leader in fundraising; the governing board in its leadership and participation;
'+"*>()!.)'"&*0%*'+"0(*4)('0904)'0$%S*)%!*'+"*2)9./',E*&')=E*)%!*<$/.%'""(&*0%*
'+"0(*0%<$/<"#"%'?*8!<)%9"#"%'*"=$('&*&+)//*3"*"<)/.)'"!*$%*)*(">./)(*3)&0&?*
9.2.4.2 The intention of donors with regard to the use of their gifts shall be re&4"9'"!?*@+"*&9+$$/*&+$./!*)/&$*("9$>%0M"*!$%$(&*)%!*<$/.%'""(&*)44($4(0)'"/,?*
d?I?[?P* O +"%*).A0/0)(,*$(>)%0M)'0$%&E*&.9+*)&*2$.%!)'0$%&E*+)<"*3""%*"&')3lished using the name and/or reputation of the institution, the school shall be
)3/"*'$*!"#$%&'()'"*'+)'*'+"*).A0/0)(,*$(>)%0M)'0$%&*)("*(">./)(/,*).!0'"!*3,*
an independent accountant and that the governing relationship between the
&9+$$/*)%!*).A0/0)(,*$(>)%0M)'0$%*0&*9/")(/,*)('09./)'"!?

9.
3

Physical resources
9.3.1
The physical resources include space and equipment as well as buildings and
grounds. A theological school shall demonstrate that the physical resources it uses are
adequate and appropriate for its purpose and programs and that adequate funds for
maintaining, sustaining, and renewing capital assets are included in budget planning.
d?P?I*
U%&'0'.'0$%&*&+)//*#)X"*)44($4(0)'"*"=$('&*'$*"%&.("*'+)'*4+,&09)/*("&$.(9"&*
)("*&)2"E*)99"&&03/"E*)%!*2(""*$2*X%$D%*+)M)(!&?*U%&$2)(*)&*4$&&03/"E*2)90/0'0"&*&+$./!*3"*
used in ways that respect the natural environment.
d?P?P*
\)9./',* )%!* &')=* #"#3"(&* &+$./!* +)<"* &4)9"* '+)'* 0&* )!"-.)'"* 2$(* '+"* 4.(suit of their individual work as well as for meeting with students. Physical resources
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&+$./!*"%+)%9"*9$##.%0',*0%'"()9'0$%*)#$%>*2)9./',E*&')=E*)%!*&'.!"%'&E*)%!*&+$./!*
3"*&.N 90"%'/,*B"A03/"*'$*#""'*'+"*4$'"%'0)//,*9+)%>0%>*!"#)%!&*2)9"!*3,*'+"*&9+$$/?*
9.3.4
The school should determine the rationale for its policies and practices with
regard to student housing, and this rationale should be expressed in a clearly worded
&')'"#"%'?*8(()%>"#"%'&*2$(*&'.!"%'*+$.&0%>*&+$./!*("B"9'*>$$!*&'"D)(!&+04*$2*'+"*
1%)%90)/*)%!*"!.9)'0$%)/*("&$.(9"&*$2*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%?*
9.3.5
Facilities shall be maintained as appropriate so as to avoid problems of deferred maintenance. The institution should maintain a plan that provides a timetable
2$(*D$(X*)%!*0!"%'01"&*%""!"!*1%)%90)/*("&$.(9"&?*
9.3.6
When physical resources other than those owned by the institution are used
3,*'+"*&9+$$/E*D(0C"%*)>(""#"%'&*&+$./!*9/")(/,*&')'"*'+"*9$%!0'0$%&*>$<"(%0%>*'+"0(*
.&"*)%!*"%&.("*.&)>"*$<"(*)*&.N 90"%'*4"(0$!*$2*'0#"?*

9.
4

Institutional information technology resources
9.4.1
To the extent that a theological school uses technology to deliver its educa'0$%)/*4($>()#&E*'+"*&9+$$/*&+)//*#)0%')0%*)!"-.)'"*4"(&$%%"/*)%!*1%)%90)/*)%!*'"9+nological resources to sustain its technology infrastructure.

STANDARDS

9.4.2
For planning and evaluation, the school shall create and use various kinds
of institutional data and information technology to determine the extent to which the
0%&'0'.'0$%*0&*)C)0%0%>*0'&*)9)!"#09*)%!*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*4.(4$&"&*)%!*$3]"9'0<"&?*@$*'+"*
"A'"%'*4$&&03/"E*0'*&+$./!*.&"*'+"*#$&'*"="9'0<"*9.(("%'*'"9+%$/$>0"&*2$(*9(")'0%>E*&'$(0%>E*)%!*'()%&#0C0%>*'+0&*0%2$(#)'0$%*D0'+0%*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%E*)%!*0'*&+$./!*&+)("*)44($4(0)'"*0%2$(#)'0$%*'+.&*>"%"()'"!*)#$%>*0%&'0'.'0$%&*)%!*$(>)%0M)'0$%&?*@+"*X0%!&*
of information and the means by which that information is gathered, stored, retrieved,
)%!*)%)/,M"!*&+$./!*3"*)44($4(0)'"*'$*'+"*&0M"*)%!*9$#4/"A0',*$2*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%?*

9.
5

Institutional environment
9.5.1
The internal institutional environment makes it possible for the institution
'$*#)A0#0M"*'+"*<)(0$.&*&'("%>'+&*$2*0'&*4"(&$%%"/*)%!*1%)%90)/E*4+,&09)/E*)%!*0%2$(#)'0$%*("&$.(9"&*0%*4.(&.0%>*0'&*&')'"!*>$)/&?*8%*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*"%<0($%#"%'*)="9'&*0'&*
resiliency and its ability to perform under duress. Accreditation evaluation will take
into account the ways in which an institution uses its various resources in support of
its institutional purpose.
9.5.2
The quality of institutional environment is cultivated and enhanced by promot0%>*"="9'0<"*4)C"(%&*$2*/")!"(&+04*)%!*#)%)>"#"%'E*3,*4($<0!0%>*"="9'0<"*"A9+)%>"*$2*
0%2$(#)'0$%E*)%!*3,*"%&.(0%>*'+)'*#"9+)%0&#&*)("*0%*4/)9"*'$*)!!("&&*9$%B09'?*

9.
6

Cooperative use of resources
d?a?K*
@+"*'+"$/$>09)/*&9+$$/*&+$./!*&"9.("*)99"&&*'$*'+"*("&$.(9"&*0'*%""!&*'$*2./1//*
0'&*4.(4$&"E*)!#0%0&'"(*)%!*)//$9)'"*'+"&"*("&$.(9"&*D0&"/,*)%!*"="9'0<"/,E*)%!*3"*)'tentive to opportunities for cooperation and sharing of resources with other institutions. Such sharing involves both drawing upon the resources of other institutions and
contributing resources to other institutions.
9.6.2
Access to the required resources may be achieved either through ownership
or through carefully formulated relationships with other schools or institutions. These
relationships may include, for instance, cross-appointments of faculty, cross-registration of students, joint and dual degree programs, rental of facilities, and shared access
to information required by administrators, faculty, and students in the pursuit of their
tasks. Whatever their reason or scope, collaborative arrangements should be carefully
!"&0>%"!*D0'+*&.N 90"%'*/">)/*&)2">.)(!&E*)!"-.)'"*4.3/09*!0&9/$&.("E*)%!*4($<0&0$%&*
for review, and with a clear rationale for involvement in such arrangements.
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9.
7

Clusters
d?T?K*
5/.&'"(&*)("*2$(#"!*D+"%*)*%.#3"(*$2*&9+$$/&*1%!*'+)'*'+",*9)%*3"&'*$4"()'"*
by sharing resources in a more integral and systematic way and by establishing structures to manage their cooperative relationships.
9.7.2
The term cl
uster is meant to be descriptive rather than prescriptive. A variety
of terms can denote these types of arrangements, and a variety of approaches can make
'+"#*D$(X*"="9'0<"/,?*H9+$$/&*&+$./!*3"*9(")'0<"*)%!*B"A03/"*)&*'+",*&""X*'$*3"*>$$!*
stewards of their resources. H owever devised, cluster arrangements should have clear
&'(.9'.()/*9$#4$%"%'&*)%!*"="9'0<"*4)C"(%&*$2*$4"()'0$%?*

9.
7.
3

Structural components
9.7.3.1 The core membership of a cluster comprises schools holding accredited membership within the Commission, but clusters may include candidate
members of the Commission and associate members of ATS, as well as other
schools and agencies with compatible purposes.
d?T?P?I* R)9+*9/.&'"(*&+)//*!"<"/$4*)*9/")(*!"1%0'0$%*$2*4.(4$&"*)%!*$3]"9'0<"&*
that should be fully understood by the participating schools and their supporting constituencies and based on a realistic assessment that encompasses
constituent needs, access of member institutions to one another, available re&$.(9"&E*)%!*!">(""*4($>()#&*$="("!*3,*'+"*9/.&'"(*!0("9'/,*$(*"%)3/"!*3,*0'?*

STANDARDS

9.7.3.3 The structure of each cluster shall be appropriate to its purpose and
objectives, providing proper balance between the legitimate autonomy of its
member institutions and their mutual accountability in terms of their common
4.(4$&"&?*8%*"="9'0<"*9/.&'"(*)(()%>"#"%'*2(""&*&'.!"%'&E*2)9./',E*)%!*0%&'0'.'0$%&*'$*$4"()'"*#$("*"="9'0<"/,*)%!*9(")'0<"/,?*@+"*9/.&'"(*&+)//*+)<"*)*9/")(/,*
!"1%"!*>$<"(%)%9"*&'(.9'.("*'+)'*+)&*).'+$(0',*9$##"%&.()'"*D0'+*("&4$%&030/0',?*@+"*>$<"(%)%9"*&+$./!*"%)3/"*'+"*9/.&'"(*'$*&"'*4$/090"&E*&"9.("*1%)%90)/*
&.44$('E*&"/"9'*)!#0%0&'()'0<"*$N 9"(&E*)%!*4($<0!"*$'+"(*4"(&$%%"/*2.%9'0$%&?*
d?T?P?[* @+"*9/.&'"(*&+)//*3"*)3/"*'$*!"#$%&'()'"*1%)%90)/*&.44$('*2($#*<)(0$.&*
&$.(9"&*&.N 90"%'*2$(*'+"*9$%'0%.0',*$2*0'&*2.%9'0$%&*)%!*2$(*'+"*&"9.(0',*$2*'+"*2)9./',*)%!*&')=*0'*)44$0%'&E*)%!*0'*&+$./!*"%>)>"*0%*)44($4(0)'"*1%)%90)/*4/)%%0%>?*
9.7.3.5 These structures and resources shall be regularly evaluated and appropriately adjusted.

:"?"@$

AB4'*-840411$
d?T?[?K* R<0!"%9"* $2* "="9'0<"* $4"()'0$%* #),* 0%9/.!"* ("904($9)/* B$D* $2* &'.dents, faculty, and information among the member institutions of a cluster,
coordinated schedules and calendars, cross-registration, and common policies in areas such as tuition and student services. R equirements, especially in
academic and graduate programs, are determined in such a way as to invite
the sharing of resources. D uplication is avoided wherever possible.
9.7.4.2 If a school meets the accreditation standards of the Commission only
3,*<0('."*$2*)N /0)'0$%*D0'+*)*9/.&'"(E*'+0&*2)9'*&+)//*3"*2$(#)//,*&4"901"!*0%*0'&*
grant of accreditation by the board.

9.
8

Instructional technology resources

Institutions using instructional technology to enhance face-to-face courses and/or provide on/0%"`$%/,*9$.(&"&*&+)//*3"*0%'"%'0$%)/*0%*)!!("&&0%>*#)C"(&*$2*9$+"("%9"*3"'D""%*"!.9)'0$%)/*
<)/."&*)%!*9+$09"*$2*#"!0)E*("9$>%0M0%>*'+)'*'+"*/")(%0%>*>$)/&*$2*>()!.)'"*"!.9)'0$%*&+$./!*
guide the choice of digital resources, that teaching and learning maintains its focus on the for-
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#)'0$%*)%!*X%$D/"!>"*$2*("/0>0$.&*/")!"(&E*)%!*'+)'*'+"*&9+$$/*0&*.'0/0M0%>*0'&*("&$.(9"&*0%*D),&*
'+)'*#$&'*"="9'0<"/,*)99$#4/0&+*0'&*4.(4$&"?*@+",*&+$./!*)/&$*"&')3/0&+*4$/090"&*(">)(!0%>*'+"*
appropriate training for and use of these resources.
9.8.1
Students should be adequately informed regarding the necessary skills and
#)&'"(,*$2*'"9+%$/$>,*'$*4)('0904)'"*2.//,*0%*'+"*4($>()#&*'$*D+09+*'+",*)("*)!#0C"!?*
Institutions are encouraged to provide opportunities for students to gain these skills as
part of their program of study.
d?b?I*
H.N 90"%'* '"9+%09)/* &.44$('* &"(<09"&* &+$./!* "%&.("* '+)'* 2)9./',* )("* 2(""!* '$*
focus upon their central tasks of teaching and facilitating learning. Support services
should create systems for faculty development and assistance to ensure consistent, effective, and timely support.
d?b?I?K* @0#"/,*'"9+%$/$>09)/*&.44$('*&"(<09"&*&+$./!*0%9/.!"*6K;*&')=*D0'+*)*
&.N 90"%'/,*+0>+*/"<"/*$2*'"9+%09)/*&X0//&*'$*"%&.("*&'.!"%'*2)90/0',*0%*+)%!/0%>*
&$2'D)("*)%!*'+"*'"9+%$/$>09)/*)&4"9'&*$2*9$.(&"*$="(0%>&*)%!*6I;*'+"*&,&'"#09*
evaluation and upgrading of technological resources and services consistent
with the learning goals of theological scholarship.
9.8.2.2 A technological and support services program should include technological training and should ensure adequate support services personnel for
faculty and students.
9.8.3
Institutions shall develop and implement ongoing evaluation procedures for
the use of instructional technology that involve appropriate groups of people in the
evaluation process.

STANDARDS

10

M ultiple locations and distance education2

In order to meet the needs of their constituencies, theological schools may develop programs
by which students may earn graduate credit for courses completed away from the institution’s
4(0#)(,* /$9)'0$%?* Q($>()#&* $2* '+0&* %)'.("* &+)//* 3"* $="("!* 0%* D),&* '+)'* "%&.("* '+)'* 9$.(&"&*
that yield graduate credit maintain the educational integrity of postbaccalaureate study, that
students receive academic support and essential services, that the formational components of
'+"$/$>09)/*"!.9)'0$%*)("*"="9'0<"/,*4("&"%'E*)%!*'+)'*4($4"(*)C"%'0$%*0&*>0<"%*'$*'+"*>"%"()/*
institutional standards of the Commission and those for individual degree programs.

10.
1

Purpose

@+"*4.(4$&"*2$(*"A'"%&0$%*"!.9)'0$%*)%!*!0&')%9"*"!.9)'0$%*"=$('&*&+)//*3"*9/")(/,*!"1%"!*)%!*
congruent with the institutional purpose, appropriate to the students and context being served
3,*&.9+*4($>()#&E*)%!*)!"-.)'"*'$*2./1//*'+"*4.(4$&"&*$2*'+"*!">(""*4($>()#&*2$(*D+09+*9("!its are being earned.

10.
2

M ultiple locations (extension sites)
#C";"#$ D4.0-*-/01$
10.2.1.1 Compl
ete degree sites. @+0&* ',4"* $2* "A'"%&0$%* &0'"* $="(&* $%"* $(* #$("*
complete degree programs. These sites provide all course work necessary for
completion of a board-approved degree and provide all the educational sup4$('*)%!*2$(#)'0$%)/*$44$('.%0'0"&*%"9"&&)(,*'$*)9+0"<"*'+"*>$)/&*0!"%'01"!*
with each approved degree that can be earned at the location. The number,
!0<"(&0',E*)%!*&"-."%9"*$2*9$.(&"&*)<)0/)3/"*&+)//*3"*)!"-.)'"*'$*2./1//*)//*'+"*
stated purposes of the degree. All appropriate resources shall be available,

2. Standard 10 will be reviewed along with the degree program standards during the 2010–2012
biennium.
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including classroom facilities, library and information resources, faculty, administrative support, student services, and technological support appropriate
for the administrative and educational needs of the program.
10.2.1.2 !"#$%"#&'$()*+&$,+)%"#&*%-+*.*@+0&*',4"*$2*"A'"%&0$%*&0'"*$="(&*$%*)%*
annual basis a course or a range of courses for credit, but a board-approved
!">(""*9)%%$'*3"*")(%"!*D0'+$.'*&'.!,*)'*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*9)#4.&6"&;*$="(ing complete, approved degree programs, as mandated by the residency requirements of the relevant degree program standards. For the portion of the
degree program that can be completed at the extension site, the institution
shall provide all appropriate resources, including classroom facilities, library
and information resources, faculty, administrative support, student services,
and technological support appropriate for the administrative and educational
needs of the program.
10.2.1.3 !''/*%$"/0& '$()*+& $,+)%"#& *%-+*.& These are sites where courses are of2"("!*/"&&*2("-."%'/,*'+)%*$%*)%*)%%.)/*3)&0&?*@+0&*',4"*$2*"A'"%&0$%*&0'"*$="(&*
'+"*$99)&0$%)/*'")9+0%>*$2*)*9$.(&"*)'*)*&0'"*3"9).&"*$2*'+"*4("&"%9"*$2*)*&.N cient number of students at a location, special resources available at that location, or special events around which a course is built. Whenever such courses
)("*$="("!E*'+"*0%&'0'.'0$%*&+$./!*4($<0!"E*0%*)!!0'0$%*'$*0%&'(.9'0$%E*)99"&&*
'$*("&$.(9"&*&'.!"%'&*%""!*2$(*&.99"&&2./*)C)0%#"%'*$2*'+"*9$.(&"&F*$3]"9'0<"&E*
including classroom facilities, library and information resources, faculty, administrative support, student services, and technological support appropriate
for the administrative and educational needs of the program.
10.
2.
1.
4 International sites

STANDARDS

10.2.1.4.1 Outside Canada and the United States.*Q($>()#&*$="("!*)'*
extension sites outside Canada and the United States shall meet all
relevant standards of the Commission. Such programs, as distinct
from study abroad programs, should be initiated by church bodies,
religious agencies, or theological schools located in the host country,
should be developed collaboratively with constituencies in the host
9$.%'(,E*)%!*&+)//*("B"9'*'+"*9./'.()/*9$%'"A'*0%*D+09+*'+"*4($>()#&*
)("* $="("!?* @+"* &4$%&$(0%>* 0%&'0'.'0$%* &+)//* !"#$%&'()'"* 0'&* 9)4)9ity to maintain standards of quality in programs undertaken outside
Canada and the United States. The school shall demonstrate that it
+)&*/">)/*).'+$(0',*'$*$="(*9$.(&"&*$(*>()%'*!">(""&*)&*("-.0("!*3,*
'+"*/)D&*$2*'+"*9$.%'(,*D+"("*'+"*4($>()#*0&*$="("!?*
10.2.1.4.2 Across the Canadian/
US border.* U%&'0'.'0$%&* '+)'* $="(* !"grees or courses of study across the Canadian/US border shall give
)44($4(0)'"* )C"%'0$%* '$* 9./'.()/* !0="("%9"&S* &+$./!* 3"* 0%0'0)'"!* 3,*
church bodies, religious bodies, or theological schools located in the
host country; and should consult with Commission member schools
%")(*'+"*/$9)'0$%*D+"("*'+"*9$.(&"&*$2*&'.!,*)("*3"0%>*$="("!?*

10.
2.
2

Planning and evaluation
KJ?I?I?K* @+"*4.(4$&"&*2$(*D+09+*)%*0%&'0'.'0$%*$="(&*"A'"%&0$%*"!.9)'0$%*4($grams shall guide its planning and evaluation procedures and its decisions
regarding such programs.
10.2.2.2 Planning for extension education programs shall be fully integrated
into the comprehensive institutional planning initiatives. Persons knowledgeable about and active in extension education should be involved in the institutional planning process.
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10.2.2.3 Evaluation is a critical element in support of a program’s educational
integrity and in revising and strengthening an institution’s extension education programs. Institutions shall develop and implement ongoing evaluation procedures for extension education programs that involve appropriate
groups of people in the evaluation process. Evaluation of extension education
4($>()#&*0&*)*4($9"&&*'+)'*0%9/.!"&*6K;*'+"*0!"%'019)'0$%*$2*!"&0("!*>$)/&*$(*
outcomes for the program, (2) a system of gathering quantitative and/or qualitative information related to the desired goals, (3) assessment of the performance of the program, and (4) the establishment of revised goals or outcomes
based on the assessment.

10.
2.
3

Teaching,learning,and curriculum
10.2.3.1 Programs of study and course curricula for extension education programs shall be established, approved, and reviewed by the regular institutional policies and procedures regarding content, methods of instruction, use of
new and emerging technologies, and standards and procedures of evaluation.
10.2.3.2 When a school contracts for educational services from another agency, the school is responsible for the academic quality and integrity of all such
educational services provided by the other agency.
10.2.3.3 Institutions that provide instruction for extension education courses
by electronic delivery, such as interactive video, shall ensure that students at
each site have access to faculty support.

10.
2.
4

Library and information resources

STANDARDS

10.2.4.1 Library and other information resources shall be available in such
number and quality as needed to achieve the purposes of the educational
course or program.
KJ?I?[?I* U%&'0'.'0$%)/*2)9./',*)%!*/03()(,*&')=*&+)//*3"*0%<$/<"!*0%*'+"*!"<"/$4ment and maintenance of library resources and services at extension sites.
10.2.4.3 If the libraries of other institutions will be used to meet the needs of
extension education programs, the Commission member school shall have a
D(0C"%*)>(""#"%'*D0'+*'+$&"*/03()(0"&E*&+)//*3"*)3/"*'$*!"#$%&'()'"*'+)'*'+"&"*
/03()(0"&*$="(*'+"*2.%9'0$%)/*)<)0/)30/0',*)%!*)!"-.)9,*$2*)44($4(0)'"*("&$.(9es and facilities, and shall be able to demonstrate that students are required to
make appropriate use of these resources.

10.
2.
5

Technological and support services

Appropriate technology and technological support services will be made available to
faculty and students at extension sites, as necessary for the delivery of the extension
program.

10.
2.
6

Faculty
10.2.6.1 In extension education, as in on-campus instruction, the variety and
!0<"(&0',*$2*2)9./',*&+)//*3"*)44($4(0)'"*2$(*'+"*&4"9019*4($>()#*3"0%>*$="("!*
)%!*&.N 90"%'*'$*4($<0!"E*D0'+*'+"*&'.!"%'&E*)*<0>$($.&*9$##.%0',*$2*2)0'+*
and learning. The role and function of faculty shall be determined by the purposes of both the extension program and the total institution.
10.2.6.2 Faculty participating in extension programs should be selected according to the procedures that govern personnel for the total institution and should
4$&&"&&*9("!"%'0)/&*)%!*!"#$%&'()'"!*9$#4"'"%9"*)44($4(0)'"*'$*'+"*&4"9019*
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purposes of these instructional programs. Institutions shall provide a regular
and formal procedure for evaluating faculty engaged in extension education.
KJ?I?a?P* @+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*2.//`'0#"*2)9./',*&+)//*&+)("*&0>%019)%'*("&4$%&030/0',*2$(*'")9+0%>*)%!*)9)!"#09*$<"(&0>+'*$2*"A'"%&0$%*"!.9)'0$%*&.N 90"%'*'$*"%sure that the institution’s goals and ethos are evident wherever the institution
conducts its work. Full-time faculty teaching in extension programs should
be available to students for consultation in addition to their availability when
9/)&&"&*)("*0%*&"&&0$%*)%!*&+$./!*3"%"1'*2($#*0%&'0'.'0$%)/*4()9'09"&*(">)(!0%>*
scholarly development and support for faculty research.
KJ?I?a?[* 8!].%9'*)%!*4)('`'0#"*2)9./',*'")9+0%>*0%*"A'"%&0$%*&"C0%>&*&+$./!*
have appropriate access to the administrative structures of the employing institution. They should be thoroughly oriented to the purposes of the sponsor0%>*0%&'0'.'0$%*)%!*$2*'+"*"A'"%&0$%*"!.9)'0$%*3"0%>*$="("!?*

10.
2.
7

Admissions and student services
10.2.7.1 Admission requirements for students in extension education programs shall conform to appropriate degree program standards of the Com#0&&0$%?*@+"*0%&'0'.'0$%*&+)//*"%&.("*"="9'0<"*)!#0&&0$%*4($9"!.("&*)%!*)4propriate control.
KJ?I?T?I* 5/)&&"&*$="("!*)'*"A'"%&0$%*&0'"&*&+$./!*+)<"*"%($//#"%'&*&.N 90"%'*
to provide a community of inquiry stimulating peer interaction. Students pre4)(0%>*2$(*<$9)'0$%)/*#0%0&'(,*&+)//*)/&$*3"*)=$(!"!*)44($4(0)'"*9$%'"A'.)/*
learning opportunities and supervision in ministry.

STANDARDS

10.2.7.3 Students shall have access to appropriate services, including adviso(,*)%!*)!#0%0&'()'0<"*&.44$('E*4($>()#*)%!*<$9)'0$%)/*9$.%&"/0%>E*1%)%90)/*
aid, placement, and academic records. For extension education students, as
2$(*$%`9)#4.&*&'.!"%'&E*'+"*4$/090"&*)%!*4($9"!.("&*>$<"(%0%>*1%)%90)/*)&sistance shall be published and administered equitably.

#C";"E$ F79-0-1*3&*-/02$G/8430&0'42$&07$.0&0'4$
KJ?I?b?K* RA'"%&0$%*"!.9)'0$%*&+)//*+)<"*)44($4(0)'"*$(>)%0M)'0$%)/*&'(.9'.("&*
)%!*)!#0%0&'()'0<"*4($9"&&"&*'+)'*)("*D"//*!"1%"!E*4.3/0&+"!E*)%!*9/")(/,*.%derstood by all units of the institution. The administration of such courses and
programs shall conform to the institution’s regular procedures.
10.2.8.2 When administrative responsibilities for extension education programs are shared with local advisory groups or other entities, the functions
and powers of those groups shall be consistent with the institution’s regular
governance policies and procedures. Institutions planning extension education should consult with theological schools in the geographical area of the
4($]"9'"!*$="(0%>&E*)&&"&&*'+"*%""!&*2$(*)!!0'0$%)/*4($>()#&E*)%!*#)X"*.&"*
of faculty, courses, or facilities of other schools only by formal arrangements.
10.2.8.3 Institutions establishing extension education programs of study shall
meet licensing or chartering regulations in the locations where the courses are
$="("!?**
KJ?I?b?[* U%&'0'.'0$%&*&+)//*4($<0!"*)!"-.)'"*1%)%90)/*("&$.(9"&*'$*"%&.("*'+"*
educational quality of extension education programs and maintain appropri)'"*1&9)/*("&4$%&030/0',*2$(*'+"*4($>()#?*
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10.
3

Distance education
#C"H"#$ D4.0-*-/0$
W 0&')%9"*"!.9)'0$%*0&*!"1%"!E*2$(*'+"*4.(4$&"*$2*'+0&*&')%!)(!E*)&*)*#$!"*$2*"!.9)tion in which major components of the program, including course work, occur when
students and instructors are not in the same location. Instruction may be synchronous
or asynchronous and usually encompasses the use of a wide range of technologies.

10.
3.
2

Planning and evaluation
KJ?P?I?K* @+"*4.(4$&"&*2$(*D+09+*)%*0%&'0'.'0$%*$="(&*!0&')%9"*"!.9)'0$%*4($grams shall guide its planning and evaluation procedures and its decisions
regarding such programs.
10.3.2.2 Planning for distance education programs shall be fully integrated
into the comprehensive institutional planning initiatives. Persons knowledgeable about and active in distance education should be involved in the institutional planning process.

STANDARDS

10.3.2.3 Evaluation is a critical element in support of a program’s educational
integrity and in revising and strengthening an institution’s distance education
programs. Institutions shall develop and implement ongoing evaluation procedures for distance education programs that involve appropriate groups of
people in the evaluation process. Evaluation of distance education programs is
)*4($9"&&*'+)'*0%9/.!"&*6K;*'+"*0!"%'019)'0$%*$2*!"&0("!*>$)/&*$(*$.'9$#"&*2$(*'+"*
program, (2) a system of gathering quantitative and/or qualitative information
related to the desired goals, (3) assessment of the performance of the program,
and (4) the establishment of revised goals or outcomes based on the assessment.

10.
3.
3

Educational qualities
10.3.3.1 D egree programs that include distance education shall seek to ensure
'+)'*'+"*/")(%0%>*>$)/&*$2*>()!.)'"*"!.9)'0$%*9+)()9'"(0M"*'+"*4($>()#E*'+)'*
teaching and learning contribute to the formation and knowledge of religious
/")!"(&E* )%!* '+)'* '+"* &9+$$/* 0&* .'0/0M0%>* 0'&* ("&$.(9"&* 0%* D),&* '+)'* #$&'* "2fectively accomplish its purpose. Schools shall demonstrate how programs
$="("!*'+($.>+*'+"*#$!"*$2*!0&')%9"*"!.9)'0$%*&""X*'$*#""'*'+"*&')%!)(!&*
of [curriculum,]3 learning, teaching, and research described in Standard 3; requirements regarding library and information resources outlined in Standard
5; and the provisions for faculty control, involvement, and development described in Standard 6.
10.3.3.2 Schools using distance education shall be intentional in addressing
#)C"(&*$2*9$+"("%9"E*"!.9)'0$%)/*<)/."&E*)%!*4)C"(%&*$2*0%'"()9'0$%&*)#$%>*
)//*9$.(&"&*$="("!*D0'+0%*'+"*4($>()#?*U%&'0'.'0$%&*&+)//*>.)(!*)>)0%&'*)//$D0%>*'+"*)99.#./)'0$%*$2*!0&')%9"*"!.9)'0$%*9$.(&"&*'$*9$%&'0'.'"*)*&0>%019)%'*
portion of a degree program that lacks coherence, intentionality, and curricular design and shall develop a system that monitors the number of distance
education courses in a student’s program of studies.
10.3.3.3 Programs of distance education shall demonstrate the collaborative
nature and research dimensions of theological scholarship that foster critical thinking skills. According to the degree program requirements, distance

3. The original text read:“seek to meet the standards of learning, teaching, and research described
in Standard 3; the goals of the theological curriculum addressed in Standard 4 . . .” Please see footnote 1 on page 83 regarding the renumbering of Standards 3 and 4.
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education programs shall seek to enhance personal and spiritual formation
appropriate to the school’s mission and ecclesiastical tradition and identity,
3"*&"%&0'0<"*'$*0%!0<0!.)/*/")(%0%>*&',/"&E*)%!*("9$>%0M"*!0<"(&0',*D0'+0%*'+"*
9$##.%0',*$2*/")(%"(&?*5$.(&"&*&+)//*4($<0!"*&.N 90"%'*0%'"()9'0$%*3"'D""%*
teachers and learners and among learners to ensure a community of learning
)%!*'$*4($#$'"*>/$3)/*)D)("%"&&*)%!*&"%&0'0<0',*'$*/$9)/*&"C0%>&?*
10.3.3.4 The development and review of courses shall be a collaborative ef2$('*)#$%>*2)9./',E*/03()(0)%&E*'"9+%09)/*&.44$('*&')=E*)%!*&'.!"%'&E*&+$D0%>*
&"%&0'0<0',*'$*#0%0&'(,*&"C0%>&*)%!*'+"*>$)/&*$2*'+"*"%'0("*9.((09./.#?*

10.
3.
4

Teaching,learning,and curriculum
10.3.4.1 Programs of study and course curricula for distance education programs shall be established, approved, and reviewed by the regular institutional policies and procedures regarding content, methods of instruction, new
and emerging technologies, and standards and procedures of evaluation.
10.3.4.2 R equirements with regard to completion of degrees, curricular and
0%&'(.9'0$%)/*!"&0>%E*)%!*$.'9$#"&*&+)//*("B"9'*'+"*"A4"9')'0$%&*$2*'+"*!">(""*
program standards to which the courses are credited. R esidency requirements
&+)//*9$%2$(#*'$*'+$&"*&4"901"!*0%*'+"*5$##0&&0$%*&')%!)(!&*2$(*'+"*!">(""*
programs to which distance education course work is credited.
10.3.4.3 Institutions shall ensure that distance education programs provide
appropriate opportunity for collaboration, personal development, interaction
)#$%>*4""(&*D0'+0%*)*9$##.%0',*$2*/")(%0%>E*)%!*&.4"(<0&"!*1"/!*$(*0%'"(%ship opportunities when appropriate to the degree program.

10.
3.
5

STANDARDS

10.3.4.4 When a school contracts for educational services from another agency, the school is responsible for the academic quality and integrity of all such
educational services provided by the other agency.

Library and information resources
10.3.5.1 Typically distance education programs combine access to campus
libraries with electronic access to digital resources. Library and other information resources shall be available in such number and quality as needed to
achieve the purposes of the curriculum, and the institution shall demonstrate
that students are required to make appropriate use of these resources. Pro>()#&*&+)//*4($<0!"*&.N 90"%'*/03()(,*)%!*("&")(9+*9)4)30/0'0"&*2$(*'+"$/$>0cal scholarship, access to professional research librarians by both faculty and
/")(%"(&E* )%!* 0%&'(.9'0$%* 3,* /03()(,* &')=* '$* "%&.("* !0&9"(%0%>* "<)/.)'0$%* 3,*
the students of resources available.
10.3.5.2 When libraries of other institutions are used to meet the needs of dis')%9"*"!.9)'0$%*4($>()#&E*'+"*5$##0&&0$%*#"#3"(*&9+$$/*&+)//*+)<"*D(0C"%*
)>(""#"%'&*D0'+*'+$&"*/03()(0"&*'$*"%&.("*'+)'*'+",*$="(*'+"*2.%9'0$%)/*)<)0/ability and adequacy of resources and facilities.

10.
3.
6

Technological and support services
KJ?P?a?K* H.N 90"%'*'"9+%09)/*&.44$('*&"(<09"&*&+)//*"%&.("*'+)'*2)9./',*)("*2(""!*
to focus upon their central tasks of teaching and facilitating learning. Support
services shall create systems for faculty development and assistance to ensure
9$%&0&'"%'E* "="9'0<"E* )%!* '0#"/,* &.44$('* '+)'* 0%9/.!"&* 9$.(&"* !"<"/$4#"%'E*
training, implementation of the programs, and troubleshooting.
KJ?P?a?I* @0#"/,* '"9+%$/$>09)/* &.44$('* &"(<09"&* 0%9/.!"* 6K;* &')=* D0'+* )* &.2190"%'/,* +0>+* /"<"/* $2* '"9+%09)/* &X0//&* '$* "%&.("* &'.!"%'* 2)90/0',* 0%* +)%!/0%>*
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&$2'D)("*)%!*'+"*'"9+%$/$>09)/*)&4"9'&*$2*9$.(&"*$="(0%>&*)%!*6I;*'+"*&,&'"#09*
evaluation and upgrading of technological resources and services consistent
with the learning goals of theological scholarship.
10.3.6.3 A technological and support services program shall include technological training from basic to advanced and from one-on-one assistance
to group instruction and shall ensure an adequate ratio of support services
personnel to faculty and students. The program shall also ensure that the educational objectives are not hindered by time delays in support services or the
lack of capable personnel to ensure the several bridging functions between
technology and theological education, between theological curriculum and
delivery systems, between teachers and learners, and between the distance
education program and the goals of the overall curriculum for the courses and
!">(""*4($>()#*3"0%>*$="("!?*

10.
3.
7

Faculty
10.3.7.1 The variety and diversity of the faculty shall be appropriate to the
&4"9019*4($>()#E*)%!*)*&.N 90"%'*%.#3"(*$2*2.//`'0#"*2)9./',*&+)//*3"*)<)0/able to provide leadership.
10.3.7.2 Procedures that govern personnel for the total institution shall be
used for selection of faculty in distance education. Faculty must possess requi&0'"*9("!"%'0)/&E*!"#$%&'()'"*9$#4"'"%9"*)44($4(0)'"*'$*'+"*&4"9019*4.(4$&"&*
$2* '+"&"* 0%&'(.9'0$%)/* 4($>()#&E* )%!* 3"%"1'* 2($#* 0%&'0'.'0$%)/* 4()9'09"&* ("garding scholarly development and support for faculty research. Institutions
shall provide regular and formal procedures for evaluating faculty engaged in
distance education.

STANDARDS

KJ?P?T?P* @+"*0%&'0'.'0$%F&*2.//`'0#"*2)9./',*&+)//*+)<"*&0>%019)%'*4)('0904)'0$%*
in and responsibility for academic development, teaching, and oversight of
distance education. They shall ensure that the institution’s goals and ethos are
evident, the program is rigorous, and the instruction is of a high quality.
KJ?P?T?[* U%&'0'.'0$%&*&+)//*$="(*2)9./',*60%9/.!0%>*)!].%9'&;*)#4/"*'()0%0%>*0%*
the use of technology, as well as tutelage in instructional design (e.g., developing new courses, revising current ones, and devising pedagogical strategies)
and in modes of advisement appropriate to distance programs.
10.3.7.5 Institutions shall have a regular and formal procedure to monitor
teaching and scholarly activities related to distance education programs as
well as faculty workloads.
10.3.7.6 Adjunct and part-time faculty should have appropriate access to the
administrative structures of the employing institution. They should receive
a thorough orientation to the purposes of the institution and to its particular
distance education programs.

10.
3.
8

Admissions and student services
KJ?P?b?K* U%* ("9(.0'#"%'* "=$('&E* &"(<09"&E* )%!* 4.3/09)'0$%&E* 0%&'0'.'0$%&* &+)//*
accurately represent their distance education programs, including but not
limited to, a description of the technology used and the technological ability,
skill, and access needed to participate in the program satisfactorily.
10.3.8.2 Admission requirements for students in distance education programs
shall conform to appropriate degree program standards of the Commission. The
0%&'0'.'0$%*&+)//*"%&.("*"="9'0<"*)!#0&&0$%*4($9"!.("&*)%!*)44($4(0)'"*9$%'($/?*
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KJ?P?b?P* 8!#0&&0$%*("-.0("#"%'&*&+)//*"="9'0<"/,*0%2$(#*&'.!"%'&*(">)(!0%>*
the necessary skills and mastery of technology to participate fully in the dis')%9"*"!.9)'0$%*4($>()#&*'$*D+09+*'+",*)("*)!#0C"!?*
10.3.8.4 Students in distance education programs shall have access to appropriate services including advisory and administrative support, technological
&.44$('E*4($>()#*)%!*<$9)'0$%)/*9$.%&"/0%>E*1%)%90)/*)0!E*)9)!"#09*("9$(!&E*
)%!* 4/)9"#"%'?* @+"* 4$/090"&* )%!* 4($9"!.("&* >$<"(%0%>* 1%)%90)/* )&&0&')%9"*
shall be published and administered equitably.

#C"H":$ F79-0-1*3&*-/02$G/8430&0'42$&07$.0&0'4$
10.3.9.1 D istance education programs shall have appropriate structures and
)!#0%0&'()'0<"* 4($9"!.("&* '+)'* )("* D"//* !"1%"!E* 4.3/0&+"!E* )%!* 9/")(/,* .%derstood by all units of the institution. The administration of such programs
shall be fully integrated into the institution’s regular policies and procedures.
10.3.9.2 Institutions establishing distance education programs shall ensure
that institutional authority and governance policies and procedures have been
followed. The collegial aspects of shared governance, including initiation, review, approval, implementation, and evaluation, shall be followed.
KJ?P?d?P* U%&'0'.'0$%&*&+)//*4($<0!"*)!"-.)'"*1%)%90)/*("&$.(9"&*'$*"%&.("*'+"*
educational quality of distance education programs and shall maintain ap4($4(0)'"*1&9)/*("&4$%&030/0',*2$(*'+"*4($>()#&?*

10.
4

Approval process

STANDARDS

10.4.1 Multiple locations and distance education programs require the approval by
the board as outlined in the Commission’s “Procedures R elated to Accreditation and
Membership,” section V .
10.4.2 While distance education requirements will normally conform to those identi1"!*0%*>"%"()/*&')%!)(!&*)%!*0%*&4"901"!*!">(""*4($>()#*&')%!)(!&E*'+"*3$)(!*#),*)44($<"*#$!01"!*("-.0("#"%'&*2$(*4($>()#&*'+)'*"#3$!,*)%*"!.9)'0$%)/*!"&0>%*'+)'*"%sures high standards of quality, congruence with the educational mission of the school,
and coherence with the educational values and outcomes of theological education.
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